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Judi Conti wins moot
court tournament
By STEPHANIE COLEMAN
After over 1 0 argument
and -(}4 h mrs of judging and
baiJiffing time, the 1992 Bushrod
T. Wa hingt n M ot Court
Tournament
concluded
Seunda, afternoon with Judi
Conti (_L) prevailing over Julie
Reynolds (2L). Conti nnd
R 'ynolds argued before a
distinguished panel of judges:
Justice Rebecca Smith of the
·Hh Circuit Federa l District
Court. Ju tice James Benton of
th Virginia Court of Appeals,
and Chief Justice. and acting
Dean, Richard Williamson. The

Holloran, Andrea Phelps and
MarcPeritz(all~Ls). Theset)p
six competitors will compose
William and Mary National
Moot Court T am .
Lauren Schaefer, Bushrod
Tournam nt Justice, sought to
make thi year' Tournament a
"kinder gentler Bu hrod. "
Schaefer emphasized the fun of
competition. " I really just
wanted each of the competitors
to njoy the experience, ' said
Schaefer. Many of last years
contestant
e njoyed the
competition but were hesitant
to participate because of the

uthCI "top COInpctito"r..; \n this.

year's T o urname nt
Th ere a Bourbon,

were
Matt

See BUSH OVER,page 0

The panel and competitors for tbe Busbrod finals: L to R; Judge
James Benton, Julie Reynolds (2L), Acting Dean Richard Williamson,
Judi CO:Jti (2L), aDd Judge Rebec~a ~mjth.

TeresaB~el

Cartee criticized by GSA-Arts & Sciences representatives
By PAULA HANNAFORD
AS meeting on Sept. 29. She informed
Joe Cartee, pre ident of both the GSA-AS that biology students had
Student Bar Association (SBA) and the approached her and thre'atened to
Graduate a nd Profes ional Students boycott future GAPS events unless they
Associa tion (GAPS), received harsh received a refund to compensate for the
criticism from representatives of the unexpected price hike.
Graduate Student Association-Arts &
Former GAPS Vice President Tracy
Sciences (GSA-AS) for his decision to Camp told the group that, despite her
increase the advertised $3 admission objections, Cartee unilaterally increased
price for the Sept. 26 GAPS party at the cover charge after determining that
Lake Matoaka to $-t.
the price was insufficient to cover costs.
Amanda Allen of th e biology The SBA traditionally fronts money for
department raised the issue at a GSA- GAPS func tions because it has a

comparatively better financial standing
than the other graduate schools.
"This reflects very poorly on GAPS, '
complained Camp. "One dollar may not
seem like a lot to law students, but other
[grad] students aren't so fortunate."
GSA-AS President Mike Glasgow did
not attend the GAPS party and was
unaware of the dispute. " No graduate
school wants to lose money. We all
recognize the need to recoup costs. But
Joe made a bad decision," he commented
after the meeting. Glasgow promised to

contact Cartee immediately to discuss
the matter and to confer with Cartee on
whether profits from the GAPS party
could be redistributed to the individual
graduate schools. GAPS representatives
will decide at their next meeting whether
to distribute the profits among the
graduate schools or use the funds to
establish a GAPS checking account.
Responding to the criticism, Cartee

See CARTEE, page 20

Supreme Court cases previewed
By SARAH NEWMAN
and STEVEN YOUNGKIN
Journalists, law professors, lawyers
and other experts gathered in front of a
packed house at Marshall-Wythe for the
1992-93 Supreme Court Preview la t
weekend. The purpose of the Preview
was to examine the past term as well as
the upcoming one.
Friday opened with a Moot Court
presentation of the upcoming case of
Nixon v. United States. The case

concerned an impeached federal judge's
claim that the United States Senate had
violated his constitutional rights by using
a committee of 12 Senators to gather
evidence instead of the full Senate.
Arguing for Judge Walter Nixon was
Professor Judy Ledbetter and arguing
for the Senate was Professor Michael
Gerhardt.

See PREVIEW, page 7

- - - Inside this issue
Fonner and current Supreme Court correspondents Steven
Wenniel and Linda Greenbouse, and law professor Walter
Dellinger were three oftbe many distinguisbed participants in
the Supreme Court Preview.

TeresaBrazzel

• European Community 1992 and
beyond Page 5.
• Do we really need a tenure
system? Page 9.

• Former State department official
discusses Balkan crisis. Page 6.

• Crossword puzzle makes
triumphant return. Page 19.
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Out of Our Heads

By now, most everyone in the law school has heard the pleas
for help from the Law School Speakers Forum chair Dee Cohen
(3L). After Cohen's letter in the first issueoftheAmicus, we are
all know the difficult job that lies ahead. However, there is more
to this story than meets the eye.
Over the last few years, M -W students grew accustomed to
famous speakers coming into our classrooms for enlightening
discussions. I must count myself as one who just assumed that
Supreme Court justices and U.S. Senators naturally wanted to
come and speak to group of future lav.yers.
The sad truth is that Chuck Robb doesn't wake up one
morning and decide to take a drive down to Williamsburg. It
takes a great deal of hard work by the Speakers Forum to entice
big-name speakers to pay us a visit.
While this fact may be old news, what many of us never
realized was the influence wielded by President Tim Sullivan
when he was Dean of the law school. Every major speaker over
the last few years carne here thanks, at least in part, to a little
friendly persuasion on the part of Sullivan.
The 1992-93 school year begins with Sullivan having
considerably less time to devote to his beloved law students, and
with an entire year's worth of work lost in a bureaucratic gaffe.
It won't be enough for us to shake our heads and lament the
days of Mary Sue Terry and Abner Mikva gone by. We must
take Cohen's request for help seriously. I hope the faculty will
take special notice of this pressing need. They are in the prime
position to pick up the extra slack created by Sullivan'sdeparture.
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From the Editor's Desk...
At the risk of sounding
redundant, I join the ranks of
those praising the organizers of
this year's Bushrod Tournament
Extra kudos are in order for
Lauren Schaefer and John
Koehler. The incoming bar is
an impressive one which will
represent M-W well.
While many opinions
surrounding Bushrod center on
the behavior of the judges and
the organizers, I would like to
focus on the problem ofstudents
who made the commitment to
compete in Bushrod, but did not
compete.
All in all, six 2Ls did not
show up for their first
preliminary round. One sent
her roommate to say she was
sick. Two others told Schaefer
that their respective schedules

had become too crowded--one
cited interviews as the stumbling
block to the commitment to
compete. The other three didn't
even have the decency to offer
any kind of excuse.
I cannot even begin to
describe the lack of respect I
have for a student who would
back out of this important
commitment for any but the
most compelling reason--and I
don't mean interviews. All 2Ls
were told how important it is to
compete in the preliminaries.
Everyone who signed up for
Bushrod had eightdaystodecide
whether or not he could make
the commitment. All the Board
asked was, if one could not make
the commitment, please don't
sign up. Apparently, the request
was too onerous of a burden to

bear for several 2Ls.
I just want to know what
causes a person to be so selfcentered and utterly callous.
Maybe Lauren Schaefer didn't
explain how much it handicaps
the opponent making an
appellate argument for the first
time against a phantom
opponent. Maybe you just don't
have any self respect or personal
integrity.
Judy Ledbetter and the
Moot Court Board are still
considering what steps to take
to address this problem. I don't
have any answers--my suspicion
is that anyone lacking such
common decency wouldn't
respond to anything they could
think of. I only wish that
someone could teach them the
value of keeping one's word.

Letters
To the Editor:
As a first -year student at the
law school, one of the main
things that has been impressed
upon me is the sacred Honor
Code. More specifically, the
factthatyou can trust your fellow
law students not to steal your
possessions. I attended a very
large undergraduate university.
Reports of stolen backpacks and
textbooks were freque nt.
Marshall-Wythe, I felt, was
immune to such petty thievery.
Not so. On Thursday, I was
studying in a library carrel when
I decided I needed a break. I
was away from the library for
only 10 minutes. When I
returned, I found that my leather
day planner (a graduation gift
from my Grandma) and my
wallet (which of course
contained my entire LIFE) had
been stolen from my carrel.
Is the Honor C o de
forgotten? Or perhaps a lack of
building security? Whatever the
cause, I must say that I am
extremely disappointed. And
buddy .. .how am I going to do my
Torts assignment?
Gretchen Lynch, lL
To the Editor:
There should be no
confusion about the role of the
Honor Code in the life of a
student at Marshall-Wythe. The
Judicial Council's purpose in
writing this letter is to inform
the community of both the
benefits and responsibilities of
each member of the student
body in enforcing the Honor
Code.
As stated in the
introduction to the Honor

See HONOR, page 7

To the Editor:
This year I had a chance to
take part in judging some of the
Bushrod arguments as well as
see the final faceoffbetween the
two top competitors out of a
field of probably the most
talented students ever to attempt
the tournament. My overall
impression was that the
tournament was beautifully
constructed, managed, and
judged
on
all
sides,
notwithstanding
the
observations that follow.
After last year's competition,
I made a number of commonsense recommendations to the
Moot Court Bar, one of which
was put into effect, whether in
response to my objection ornotmoving the day off during
Bushrod week to just before the
round of 64, instead of just after.
This year every oralist had at
least one full free day of
preparation time before the most
critical round, the round that
decides who has earns a spot on
the bar.
However, I was disappointed
to note that another of my
suggestions went by the wayside,
a procedural change that I
strongly urge again this year.
The scoring during Bushrod
should be cumulative, at least
through the round of 64.
Membership to the Moot Court

To the Editor:
As members of the third-year
Moot Court Bar we write this
letter for several reasons. First,
we wish to congratulate and
thank Lauren Schaefer on the
planning and conducting of an
excellent tournament. The
competition ran smoothly and
any problems that arose were
quickly corrected. Secondly we
wish to congratulate the new
members of the second-year
Moot
Court
Bar--the
competition was extremely
tough, we are thankful that we
did not have to compete this
year. This letter is addressed to
you and we voice our concerns
to you in hope that next year's
Bushrod tournament will avoid
some of the problems we
encountered.
As judges it is not your duty
nor is it appropriate to argue
against the advocates. R ather,
it is your duty to ask re levant,
and indeed, tough questions that
bring the most important issues
to light. To be sure, poise and
composure are to be important
considerations
in
your
evaluations. However, these
qualities are not to be tested by
verbally assaulting a competitor,
being overly argume ntative, or
by asking long , rambling
questions.
While it is true that the

See SCORE, page 13

See NAILED, page 13

CORRECTIONS:
. Janet Breckenridge, 21, did not refer to SERCH and Enviro nmental
Law Society as political organizations receiving SBA funding, as stated
in the LSC story.
. The Brooks Agency administers the Student Health Insuranre Program,
not the Student Health Center, as stated in the last issue.
TheAmicus regrets any confusion caused by these errors.
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SBA makes plans for upcoming registration referendum
By TIMOTHY GOPLERUD
and CHARLES GRIFF1TH
A referendum will be held this
Thursday on the possibility of changing
the law school's preregistration process.
The current method of registering has
long been an object of student
complaints, culminating in the signing of
a peti tion caHing for change by79 percen t
of last year's first-year class.
The main source ofstudent objections
has been the aU-night camping session in
the lobby to which the "first-come, firstserved" element of preregistration has
invariably led. The unpopularity of this
procedure is compounded by the
proximity of Fall term preregistration to
Spring semester exams, with the result
that this ritual occurs at an already
stressful time for students.
The referendum will ask students to
pick one of three strategies for handling
preregistration. Associate Dean Connie
Galloway and Regi trar l.jzJackson have
agreed to be bound by the referendum's
results.
The three choices on the ballot are 1)
No Change, 2) Random Numbers Only,
and 3) Random Numbers with a Sliding

Scale.
A No Change vote is a vote to keep
the current system, whereby students
submit their proposed class schedules to
the Registrar during the two-day
preregistration period. Rising third-year
and LL.M. students, having first priority,
turn in their forms during the first day,
and rising second-year students turn in
theirs on the second day. The registration
forms for each class are divided into four
alphabetical groups: W-D, E-J, K-P and
Q- V. These alphabetical groupings
rotate each semester so that by
graduation, every student will have been
in the first group as well as the last.
Within these four groups, forms are
processed in the order that they are
received (i.e. first-come, first-served) on
the day of preregistration. This is the
element of the process which has led
some students to the extreme of trying to
elude security guards the night before in
order to secure a place at the front of the
line. A student can be the first within his
group by turning in his form before other
members within the group.
Using this process to determine the
order of students' forms, the Registrar

then goes through the forms in order, would then enroll each student, in the
enrolling everyone into their first choice. order of random numbers within each
If the first -choice class is already full, the group, in his first choice (assuming
student goes on the waiting list for that available space). She would then start at
class. The Registrar then returns to the the top again and enroll each student in
first form and enters that student in the his second choice and so on. Thus, a
remainder of his selected classes, student near the bottom of the pile has a
proceeding through the pile of forms better chance of getting class "A" as his
second choice than a student near the
until she has enrolled every student.
Under a Random Numbers Only top of the pile who put class "A" as his
method, each student would be assigned third choice.
a computer-generated random number
At its meeting last week, the SBA
to determine the student's position within also considered the possibility of making
his alphabetical grouping. The Registrar improvements to the registration
would then put the preregistration forms procedure in the future so as not to affect
in order by number within each group any of the present classes. According to
and follow the current enrollment the representatives who addressed this
procedure. First, she would go through issue, changes more dramatic than those
the forms enrolling everyone in their first on the referendum would probably
choice. Again, if a class is already full, involve higher computer software
the student is placed on the waiting list. capabilities than the registrar'Soffice has
She will then return to the first form and at present, but the acquisition of more
enter all of the first student's remaining advanced software may make them
choices, then the second student's and so possible in the future. The SBA reps
agreed to continue discussion of this issue.
on.
Under the Random Numbers with a
Students with questionsorsuggestions
Sliding Scale approach, each student are encouraged to speak to their SBA
would receive, a computer-generated, representatives, particularly Charles
random number as well. The Registrar Griffith (2L).

Hardy moderates debate over litigation explosion
By LANCE HIGH
Is increased litigation tearing
apart the fabric of society? Or is
the system functioning well?
' Are
We
Litigating

among U.S. citizens that they
possess a " right to sue." The
judicial system imposes no
penalties on a plaintiff unless a
suit is without merit, thus
Ourse lves into Poverty ? encouraging citizens to sue when
Arguments For and Against only a slim chance of success
Legal Reform," was the subject exists. Also, because headlines
of last Tuesday's debate often glorify large judgments,
sponsored by the Federalist plaintiffs receive further
Society and moderated by incentive to bring marginally
Professor Trotter Hardy. The meritorious lawsuits. The cost
participants were Walter Olson, is relatively small when
Senior Fellow at the Manhattan compared to the possible payoff.
Institute and author of The
In addition, Olson argued
LiligalionExplosion, and Roger that certain judicial standards
Hanson, Senior Staff Associate promote litigation, e.g., "good
at the National Center for State cause firing" in employment law
Courts and co-author of What or "best interests ofthe child" in
are Tort Awards Really Like? family law. Thevague standards
Professor Hardy served as employed in these cases yield
moderator of the debate.
unpredictable outcomes and
Olson argued that litigation encourage plaintiffs to take a
is a destructive and wasteful shot at the "golden ring."
experience for the parties, that
Tocombat these destructive,
• the system is failing, and that the risk-taking opportunists, Olson
increased number of lawsuits proposed some changes to the
does not necessarily indicate current system. He suggested
that justice is being better served. making plaintiffs pay for
According to Olson, 80 percent damages causedby a lawsuit,
of awards go toward paying demanding plaintiffs show good
process costs. This leaves the cause for discovery requests,
judgment inadequate.
limiting expert testimony,
He also noted that litigation restricting the long-arm statutes,
inherently invades privacy by and generally raising the
forcing issues into the public standard of legal ethics.
record, spawning media
Hanson, on the other hand,
coverage, and spurring the maintained that empirical data
parties to accuse each other of do not show trends toward
further wrongdoing.
abnormally large awards and
Olson believes that the believes that the system is
driving force behind these functioning well. For instance,
destructive forces is the attitude there
is
a
common

Walter Olson, Professor I. Trotter Hardy, and Roger Hanson answered
that musical question, "Are we litigating ourselves into poverty" to an
audience of MarshaU-Wythe students.
misconception that in criminal
litigation the acquittal rate is
directly related to attorney's
fees. However, data supports
the conclusion that publicly
appointed defense attorneys
resolve cases expeditiously
without sacrificing client needs.
They achieve favorable
outcomes without the high fees.
Hanson noted that in civil
litigation a very low percentage
of cases actually go to trial.
Consequently, many cases do
not involve protracted litigation
with expensive depositions and
interrogatories. Many motions
go uncontested in civil trials and
cases are often negotiated and a

settlement reached.
Hanson emphasized the
need for revised methodologies
in the empirical studies of the
legal system. He suggested that
instead of looking at individual,
exceptional cases, studiesshould
analyze specific baskets of cases
such as torts, domestic relations,
contracts, or property. These
baskets should then be further
analyzed. Using this technique,
Hanson concluded thatveryfew
large judgments actua1lydeserve
media attention.
Hanson also gave some
advice for improving the
litigation process.
First,
reformers should work within

Teresa Brazzel

the existing framework instead
of attempting wholesale
changes.
Second, the
methodologies used to teach and
study the judicial system should
be revised. He suggested that
large volumes of case data
should be analyzed so that the
system can become more
introspective. Finally, the courts
should strictly enforce the rules
governing discovery in order to
expedite the litigation process.
Both panelists offered
reasonable proposals for
improving the existing system.
Unfortunately,
neither
bolstered theirpropositionswith
any concrete evidence.
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=======Law Watch
By MARGRET HARDY and
JOHN CROUCH
DEATH
SENTENCES:
Virginia's Supreme Court
upheld death sentences for
Charles Satcher and Everett
Mueller, despite constitutional
problems in both cases. Satcher
was convicted of murdering,
robbing and raping women on a
Rosslyn bike path. A survivor
who could not pick him out of a
lineup was allowed to identify
him in court. Mueller confessed
to abducting, raping and killing
a Chesterfield County fifthgrader after police belittled his
suggestion that " I need a
lawyer." (Richmond TimesDispatch)
STALKERWALKS: Loudoun's
Judge A. J . Walker acquitted
Pamela Powers of violating
Virginia's new "stalking" law.
The Commonwealth argued
that Powers's phone calls, cards

and letters to Mary Lawhead,
her boyfriend's other girlfriend,
intentionally made Lawhead
fear for her life and suffer
emotional distress. The judge
opined that "good old Bob"
Baidone,
the
women's
boyfriend, deserved at least "a
gratuitous lecture" for acting
like "a buck in mating season."
(Leesburg Today)
PRIEST mREATENS PROLIFE VIOLENCE: Operation
Rescue spokesman Rev. Patrick
Mahoney said that "violence
becomes an option" if the
Supreme Court rules against his
group in Bray v. A lexandria,
which will be argued this week.
Bray concerns whether abortion
clinic blockaders violated the
1871 Ku Klux Klan Act by
conspiring to deprive a class of
persons of equal protection,
privileges, or immunities .
(Richmond Times-Dispatch)

BACONIANS FINED: Marsha
Middleton and Frank Flintwere
fined $100 each for trespassing
in the Bruton churchyard last
year to dig for Francis Bacon's
vault. Middleton said she
accepted a plea bargain because
"jail is a lifestyle," but "it is not
necessarily our lifestyle. "
(Vuginia Gazette)
'BURG PRO-LIFER JAILED:
Norfolk's Juvenile Judge J. H.
Flippen convicted thre e
protestors of contributing to the
delinquency of a minor by
inducing their children to block
abortion clinic doors . John
Stetzer of Williamsburg, Rosalie
Dancause of Stafford, and
Denise Norton of Springfield
each received 3O-day sentences
and $350 fines. (Richmond
Times-Dispatch )
HOMOSEXUALITY
PROTECTED: Kentucb.)" s
Supreme Court ruled that a
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specific ban on gay sodomy
violated the state constitution's
guarantees of liberty and equal
protection. Most states' sodomy
bans,
however,
cover
heterosexual acts as well.
(Washington Post)
WHEEL OF TORTS: The
Ninth Circuit U .S. Court of
Appeals ruled in Vanna White's
favor in a case she brought
against Samsung Electronics and
its ad agency. The company ran
an ad depicting the game show
of the future in which a likeness
of the Wheel of Fortune's letter
board was being operated by a
robot wearing a blond wig and
jewelry. This decision extended
a public personality's right to
publicity that allows entertainers
to sue when their name or
likeness is used. (Wall Street
Journal)
CHILD DIVORCES MOM: A
state circuit court in Orlando
has allowed a 12-year-old boy to
break legal ties with his
biological parents and made way
for his adoption by the foster
family with whom he has been
living. Another 12-year-old boy
living in Virginia has filed a
similar suit against his parents
in Mississippi. The boy has lived
with family members in Virginia
for since being removed from
his parents for alleged abuse.
(Associated Press)
HEADS UP! Gov. Jim Edger of
Illinois signed into law a limit on
lawsuits brought by fans hit by
foul balls at baseball games. This
law limits the suits only to
injuries that occur from reckless
be havior
or
defe ct ive
eq ui pment.
( Wall Street
Journal)
POLLUTERS UNINSURED:
The Ohio Supreme Court ruled
in favorofaninsurance company
in a dispute ove r a pol icy's
" pollution exclusion" clause.
The clause, present in most
policieswrittenduring the 1970's
and early 1980's, limits the
policy's coverage to pollution
that is "sudden and accidental."
The court ruled the insurance
company was not responsible
for cleanup cost at a dump site
where pollution accumulated
over a period of time. (Wall
Street Joumal)
HISTORY
OF
ABUSE
CONSIDERED:
A Sa n
Francisco federal appeals court
sent a case back for resentencing
based upon the severe physical
and sexual abuse of a bank
robber when she was a child.
The trial court judge had
sentenced the womanto 12years
and 1 month in prison. (Wall
Street Joumal)

DAMAGES EXPANDED: The
Alabama Supreme Court ruled
that compensatory damages can
be awarded in cases where the
plaintiff has died. Previously
only punitive damages under
wrongful death suits were
allowed .
Compensatory
damages were already allowed
in every other area of the country
in cases such as these. (Wall
Street Jourrial)
LmGIOUS ATHLETES: The
number of high school coaches
sued for athletes' injuries are
increasing. In the past, cases
usually involve d claims of
substandard supervision or
defective equipment, but the
range of claims has expanded to
include rule infractions by the
opposing
team
and
constitutional rights violations.
(Wall Street Journal)
DOES THIS MEAN WE' LL
GET A JOB? Applications to
law schools decreased this year
from 94,000 last year to 92,500.
The number had been increasing
since 1986 and reached a high in
1991. (Wall Street Joumal)
UNDUE BURDEN: The Filih
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in New Orleans affirmed a
district co urt ruling that
Louisia n a's a bortion law is
unconst itutio n al. The law,
which was passed in 1991, made
abortion illegal except to save
the woman's life and in certain
instances of rape or incest.
Doctors performing abortions
could be sentenced to ten years
in prison and be fined $10,000.
(Wall Street Journal)
LAWY E R ADS: A study
completed by a professor at the
University of North Texa shows
that lawyers will spend $87.7M
on advertising in Texas this year.
The preside nt of the Texas
Public Policy Foundation has
urged the Attorney General to
review this growth, charging that
the advert ising e ncourages
unnecessary lawsuits. (Wall
Street Journal)
SURROGATE SUES: A federal
appeals court ruled the broker
who arranged for a surrogate
mother to carry a couple's child
is liable for the sexually
transmitted disease, a virus
similar to herpes, contracted
from the donor's sperm. The
case had been dismissed by a
lower court because the
surrogate signed a release
stating she understood that she
could catch a SID from the
procedure. The broker had
hired a doctor to examine the
surrogate and the donor, but
neither were tested for the virus.
(Wall Street Journal)
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Election year politics, women and the right to choose
By SHEILEY EVANS
and CARLA ARCHIE
Karen Raschke, a member of the
Clinton/Gore National Advisory
Commission on Women's Issues and
Planned Parenthood's Legislative
Council on Politics, wears a "charm"
around her neck in the shape of a clothes
hanger.
" Never has the difference been so
stark and the choice been so clear. ' That
choice is for "an administration that cares
about parents and sick children, that cares
about health care, [that leaves women]
free from the inqillring minds of Dan
Quayle, Phyllis Shafely, and Pat
Robertson."
Co-sponsored by Law Students for
Choice and the Marshall-Wythe
Democrats, Raschke poke for
approximately 90 minutes on
Wednesday, Sept. 30,1992. Her message
was very strongly articulated from her
perspective as an advocate and as a prochoice voter.
It has been 72 years since women
were firs t granted the right to vote.
Raschke informed us that now there are
10 million more women eligible to vote
than men.
She urged the audience to evaluate
candidates both locally and nationally at
the threshold ofthe pro-choice question.
She encouraged women to ask these
questions prior to selecting a candidate:
,. Does this candidate respect myopillion,
personhood as a moral decision voter, or
does he patronize land] insult me by
sayi ng he will choose all of my areas of
health care includjng comraceprionT
This inqillry included the main theme
of her speech wruchwas that Republicans
insult and degrade women, thus harming
all of us. According to Raschke, men
and women alike are affected by the
Bush admirustration's ban on fetal tissue
testing, for trus is testing that will affect
generations to come. Contrary to rus
party's views, Senator Strom Thurmond
(R -SC) is against the ban wruch promises
breakthrough medical research for
sufferers of Alzheimer's disease. The

irony of rus support elicited laughter
through the room. President Bush's
rationale for the ban is " [it] encourages
women to undergo abortions." Ms.
Raschke was adamant that most
Americans do not follow the same
reasorung, but the ban continues because
the current admjrustration does not trust
women. Gov. Omton, however, promises
to lift the ban if elected.
The Department of Defense
Authorization Bill, a funding package
approved each year, prohlbits women in
the rrulitary and their dependents from
using their personal funds to obtain
abortions in military hospitals. The
devastating effect comes when such
women are stationed overseas and are
forced to seek medical care from suspect
sources.
" How can our economy grow when
women can die from a health care system
that doesn't help them , won't allow
doctors to make progress in health
research, insult our intelligence and
threaten [women's] lives overseas?"
Raschke asked. Bush trusted these same
women to fight in Operation Desert
Storm but does not trust them to choose
from amongst their health-care options,
she said.
At the same time, Bush and his
adrrunistration have effected an import
ban on R U ~86, the abortion pill currently
available in France and other countries.
Ms. Raschke informed us that some
medical professionals have called R U
486 a miracle drug due to its positive
implications in breast cancer prevention.
In addiTion, the " Gag Rule," which
took effect last Thursday, prevents family
clinic and planned parenthood
professionals from answering questions
about abortion. "Who's rut the hardest?
Poor, minority women and their
farrulies, " Raschke said. She reminded
us that during the 1970s Bush was one of
the leadersoffamilyplanrung in Congress
to the point that he was rucknamed
" Rubbers. " In the past two years
Congress has voted overwheJrrungIy to .
veto trus bill. It is Raschke's assertion

that Bill Clinton would lift the gag rule in
rus first week of office as President.
Having an abortion is not as simple as
the admirustration seems to believe,
Raschke said. In Virgirua, since no facility
is open two consecutive days, rather than
the 24-hour waiting period required by
federal law, there is a 48-hour delay.
And, asin many other parts of the country,
women must travel long distances as well.

This amounts to what the Supreme Court
tagged an "undue burden." Hopefully
tills will lead to a new trial and repeal of
the Pennsylvania v. Casey decision.
Raschke noted that the nation's
present economy is the main issue of the
November election, but she urged
everyone to vote based on the candidates'
stance on abortion and the need for health
care for women and farrulies.

Karen Raschke, of the Clinton/Gore
National Advisory Commission on Women's
Issues and Planned Parenthood's
Legislative Council on Politics, spoke to
Marshall-Wythe students about the future
ofa woman's right to choose in the United
States.

Teresa Brazzel

Public Policy program hosts conference on EC
By SUZANNE FITZGERALD
and PAULA HANNAFORD
The College of William and
Mary welcomed over 50 foreign
policy experts to a conference
entitled " EC 1992 and Beyond:
A Challenge to the Postwar
World Order." The College's
Thomas Jefferson Program in
Public Policy, the Delegation of
the Commission of the
European Commurutiesand the
Lowe Institute of Political
Economy at Claremont
McKenna College sponsored
the conference wruch focused
on the effects of the proposed
increased integration of the
European Community in
international relations.

W &M President Timothy
Sullivan introduced the keynote
speaker, the Right Honorable
Lord Jenkins of Hillhead,
Chancellor
of
Oxford
University, and highlighted
Jenkins' many accomplishments
in European politics. Jenkins is
the former President of the EC
Commission, t he former
Chancellor of the Exchequer
and former Home Secretary of
Great Britain.
Jenkins noted that he had to
, tear up most of [rus] lecture
notes" due to events of the
previous week. He referred to
the narrow approval of the
French referendum on the
Maastrich Treaty to adopt a

common currency for the
European Commuruty. Jenkins
characterized the past four
months as "pretty dreadful. "
The result of the French
referendum was a " mild
mitigation" for the earlier
Danish setback. Quoting
Shakespeare's Hamlet, "the
problem [ofratifying the treaty]
began in Denmark . .. . for trus
relief, much thanks, for it is bitter
cold and I am sick of heart."
He called the devaluation of
the British pound a ' crusrung
defeat" but argued that the real
defeat stems from England s
ongoing mismanagement of
European relations. According
to Jenkins, " [Britain] always

joined everytrung late" with
respect to the European
commuruty, and thus failed to
take advantage of favorable
developments in European
urufication. He cited the Treaty
of Rome and the European
Monetary System as examples.
More recently, Britain accepted
the Exchange Rate Mecharusm
in October 1990 during one of
the rune worst months in the
139-month history of the
European Monetary System.
The British posture thus "defied
rational explanation," said
Jenkins.
Jenkins then shifted rus
focus from Britain's econorruc
situation to an exarrunation of

events of general consequence
to the European econorrues. He
contended that the larger
problem is the "frightening
growth in power of the shortterm speculative movements,"
particularly in light of the volume
of money involved. Speculators
are presently launcrung a vast
attack on France. Jenkins
pointed out that a few hundred
currency speculators effectively
determine the strengths of
economies, when reality
suggests different results.
Moreover, Jenkins believes
that "strain has shown that

See BIGWIGS, page 18
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George Kenney raises consciousness on Serbian crisis
By PETER KUBIN
George Kenney, who recently quit
his position as the U.S. State
Department's Head of Yugoslavian
Affairs, led a controversial and spirited
discussion of the Serbian crisis last
Tuesday, Sept. 29 at Rogers Hall. The
lecture, which was co-sponsored by the
Reeves Center for International Studies
and the Jefferson Program for Public
Policy, filled the hall, energizing a large
crowd of interested students, faculty, local
residents, and even one ambassador.
"U.S. policy," Kenney told the crowd,
"has failed, completely and utterly." He
described the sanctions imposed by our
government as a mere ruse, offered more

to foster the appearance of action than to
truly make a difference. In fact, Kenney
suggested, by imposing an arms embarg,
the U.S. has effectively eliminated the
Bosnians' ability to defend themselves
against the Serbs, who do have indigenous
munitions factories.
Despite some nay-saying from the
crowd, Kenney suggested that the U.S.
could end the crisis situation without
getting involved in a costly and bloody
ground-war. Kenney's plan calls for a
resumption of arms supplies to the
besieged Bosnians, and bombardment
of Serbian artillery installations.
Kenney characterized the current
Serbian aggression in Bosnia-

Herzegovenaasa "complete breakdown
of civilization" and a virtual "genocide."
He called estimates of over 50,000
casualties conservative, and anticipated
that 350,000 more will die this winter due
to fighting, starvation and the weather.
Aside from humanitarian reasons for
U .S. action, Kenney also offered
alarming strategic reasons. He predicted
that if Serbia is allowed to pursue her
program of "ethnic cleansing" in the
former Yugoslavian region, neighboring
countries may become incensed enough
to intervene. The military presence of
any combination of Albania, Turkey,
Greece, Austria or Macedonia could
ignite a powderkeg in the region making

Andy Fox politicks at law school
By ASHLEA EBELING
Andy Fox wants votes and
help on his campaign to unseat
Rep. Herb Bateman (R-1st), he
told an audience of 40 at the law
school last week.
"I didn't come here for your
money," saif Fox. "All I came
here for is your vote and your
help on my campaign."
The Democratic candidate
is waging a door-to-door effort
against five-term incumbent
Bateman in the First
Congressional District of
Virginia. "Since 1976 there's
been a Republican in this seat,"
Foxsaid. "It's time fora change."
Underfinanced in 1990, Fox
came within about 3,000 votes
of Bateman, for a 51 to 49
percent split in the third closest
congressional race. This year,
with the largest PAC coffer of
all congressional challengers,
Fox has the money to win.
He responded to criticism
that he has too much money
from persuasive sources, with
the retort, "I'm the same man I
was two years ago."
Fox
described
his
campaigning as shaking hands,
knocking on doors and showing
people he has the time for them.
The law school meeting was at 9
p.m., and he stayed until 10:30
"to answer every last question."
He had been on the go from
5:30a.m. at the gates of Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock and returned the next
morning at 5:30 a.m.
At 32, Fox appeals to youth
and "people who want a better
government." His priorities are
education and race relations.
Fox said first action would be to
put his share of the congressional
payraise (for which his opponent
voted) into a scholarship fund.
The approximately $30,000 pay
raise is almost twice the average
annual salary of citizens in the
First District.

Alternatively, an economic women's right to choose about
developer could be hired to bring abortion. He is against school
in new business and expand choice, preferring a solution to
existing businesses. The Tyson improve public schools.
Fox thanked those members
chicken processing plant on the
Eastern Shore, one of the of M-W Democrats who
poorest areas of the state, is ripe accompanied him canvassing in
the Edge Hill community of
for expansion, he said .
Questions from the audience York County and campaigning
brought out Fox's positions on a at Hampton Bay Days.
Marshall-Wythe Democrats,
host of issues. He is against the
line-item veto but for no-rider who sponsored the event, used
legislation to appropriations the opportunity for members to
bills. He is in favor of a balanced sign up for campaigning
budget and hopes to effectuate activities. Treasurer Rob
one by cutting operating budgets Clayton's prediction for Mr.
10 to 15percent at every level of Fox's fate on Nov. 3: "If he
the bureaucracy, excepting cuts doesn't win, it's not going to be
for social security. He supports for lack of trying."

the current crisis seem like minor jostling
between neighbors.
Kenney left the State Department to
protest its unwillingness to take any real
affirmative action in the troubled Balkan
region. Since his departure, Kenney has
traveled the country writing for
newspapers and delivering lectures in
hopes of raising consciousness and
support for U.S. involvement.
When asked wh.at ordinary people
could do to get involved, Kenney
suggested sending a message to
Washington, through letters, phone calls,
or "maybe even a candle light vigil." He
received a loud ovation from the mostly
supportive crowd.

The shaded areas make up the

new First DistricL

Blume illustrates injustices of death penalty
By JEFFREY REGNER
Defense lawyer John Blume,
who spoke at Marshall-Wythe
last week about his experience
defending death-row inmates,
described the justice system's
power of capital punishment as
dehumanizing. The death
penalty, "fosters the idea that
not all people are really human,"
he explained. He said it posits
evil in people because it deals
only in absolutes, and guilt is not
absolute. There is no correction
for wrong execution.
Each death-row inmate has
their own story to be told. Most
of the stories begin with sexual
abuse as children, attempts at
suicide and other horrors. Blume
said these stories are crucial to
understanding his position and
are also the basis for persuading
the jury. People who support
the death penalty are often less
supportive when it comes down
to the actually killing someone.
Much of his talk explored
the relationship between race
and poverty and the likelihood
of being sentenced to die. He
drew his conclusions from
numerous statistics concerning

characteristics of death row
inmates and contrasted them
with stories of abuse and neglect
suffered by these people as
children and wives of abusers.
Blume painted a picture of
capital punishment as only part
of a circle of violence.
Blume also discussed politics
and the shift in public opinion
concerning the death penalty.
The issue is often a hot one in
gubernatorial races. Opposition
to the death penalty has all but
disappeared among public
figures, he related, with one
notable exception--Mario
Cuomo. Most other western
countries have abolished the
death penalty including Britain,
Canada and France. According
to Blume public opinion often
lags behind legislation. In
Britain, Parliament changed the
law in the face of great public.
opposition, but public opinion
changed when the people
discovered that civilizatio n
continued without executions.
He went on to say that since the
19705, when the death penalty
was reinstated, public tolerance
for it has grown.

One of Blume's central
themes was that death-row
populations are racially
imbalanced. Over 150 people
have been executed since 1976;
most of them were black. Twothirds of all modem executions
occurred in former confederate
states. He also noted that only
one white person has ever been
executed for killing a black
person. Blume considered the
race of both the convicted and
the victim influential.
One example that Blume
offered of racism was a case
where the accused was a black
man whose hair had a reddish
tint. Evidence proffered by the
prosecution included a black
hair with a reddish tint found on
the victim . The man was
convicted. After the trial, the
defense attorney complained
that it was just his luck to have to
defend, "the only red-headed
nigger in the county."
Because of an inability to
afford legal costs most capital
offenders have court-appointed
counsel. Often Blume said, the
accused will be assigned
inexperienced or incompetent

counsel. One client he defended
was a battered woman who
finalJy shot her husband . The
attorney who had defended her
at trial had taken her as his first
case. Blume also spoke of one
defender who was asked to
approach the bench each day in
court so that the judge could
smell his breath for alcohol.
Other injustices Blume
found were in the role of expert
testimony and the introduction
of evidence . Blume said
psychiatrists regularly testify that
the accused will probably kill
again even though their
predictions are wrong about t\JIothirdsofthe time. He questioned
the fairness of a Supreme Court
decision which held that there is
no constitutional right not to be
killed if you are innocent. The
case was about a Texas man
who had been convicted and
sentenced to death for killing
another person when evidence
was found which would
exonerate him. The evidence
was not admitted and the man
was executed. At the trial a
psychiatrist had testified that the
accused would kill again.
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14 cases which will be appearing
on the docket this session. The
PREVIEW, from page 1
following are a few examples:
Both sides presented
Bray v. Alexandria Women 's
convincing arguments with the Health Clinic concerns the right
main issue being whether the of Operation Rescue to
Court even had the authority to physically block abortion
rule on this case since it facilities to keep others from
concerned
a
' political entering. The Clinic accuses
question.'
The justices, Operation Rescue of acting with
consisting of journalists and law discrimination towards women
professors, grilled each of the as well as violating others'
advocates intensively. In the fundamental rights to move
end, seven of the justices did freely. Dellinger expressed the
affirm the impeachment of view that a Court decision in
Judge Nixon, but only four favor of Operation Rescue
agreed that the Supreme Court would provoke an immediate
had authority to rule on this issue statutory response from
and that the Senate did not act Congress.
Particpants in the moot court presentation of Church of Lukumi TeresaBrozzel
unconstitutionaly in their
Helling
v.
McKinney
Babalu Aye v. HaiJeah from L to R: Tony Mauro, Daan Braveman, Bill
impeachment methods.
concerns a convicted killer and
Banks, Neal Devins, Dave Douglas, Gregg Schwind and Tracey
After the Moot Court inmate who claims to suffer from
Maclin.
Presentation, Professor Walter cruel and unusual punishment
Dellinger from Duke University due to second-hand cigarette law requires that any new write-on competition last spring. besides law," said Lyle
moderated a panel that smoke from other prisoners. evidence in a case must be filed The case involved a religious Denniston of the Baltimore Sun .
discussed the past term of the Tony Mauro of USA Today within 30 days of the trial, and sect's right to sacrifice animals He said the Court doesn't
Supreme Court as well as the described Helling as "the kind Herrera missed this deadline. as part of their religious command more attention
upcoming term.
of case Dan Quayle would love While general opinion would practices. The Court ruled in because the public is more
Though
the
general to get his hands on," and agree that the idea of executing favor of the Church in a 8-1 interested in the other branches.
consensus was that the past year Dellinger predicted that it will an innocent man is far from decision, stating that the intent "The President of the United
has been a surprising one for the receive great media attention.
pleasant, Texas fears that of the statue was improper and States can barf in Tokyo and get
Court, each of the panel
McKinney's recent transfer allowing this evidence to be discriminatory because it more coverage than the U.S.
members had their own opinions to a different prison led some brought would open a floodgate targeted the religion.
Supreme Courtovertuming part
on the various members. Debate panel members to believe that of last minute evidence. Said
The final event was a panel of Roe v. Wade . .. . In the
centered around what and who there i a fair chance that this attorney John Tucker, "Can you discussion on press coverage of hierarchy of interests in
was most responsible for the case will be dismissed. If not, imagine [a Court] opinion the judiciary. The focus of this government the Supreme Court
Court's move to the middle with they obsezved that there are starting out with, 'It's alright to meeting was the recent speech ranks somewhere just above the
the candidates being Justices three smokers on the Court, who execute an innocent man'?"
by Judge Laurence Silberman Securities and Exchange
O'Connor, Kennedy and Souter. may not be eager to accept the
of
the U.S. Circuit Court of Commission. "
Other cases discussed
Professor Steve Wermiel, who idea that they are subjecting involved Miranda rights, Appeals for the District of
Wermiel agreed, stating that
now teaches at Georgia State their own families and friends to interpreting statutory language Columbia. In his speech, editors don't care about the law
University after spending last cruel and unusual punishment. 1n reference 10 1he nature of Silbcnnan criticized the media's as law, but rather about the
year at M-W as a visiting
Herrera v. Collins was particularly violent crimes, and involvement in the recent results: who won, who lost, how
professor, offered the theory presented by John Blume, one the relation between false Supreme Court nomination, the it affects issues, not the change
practice of his fellow judges of or development of the law.
that this Court might actually be of the lawyers representing Mr. testimony and sentencing.
After it was all over, the only
" Richard Nixon's revenge . .. Herrera. Herrera was convicted
The activities continued into writing occasional op-ed articles
the law and order court that [he] of the murder of police officers the afternoon with a second for the press, and the "symbiotic thing that was left to do was to
never achieved."
in Texas. He has since acquired Moot Court presentation. This relationship" of the media and sit and wait. Despite the panel's
The weekend's program sworn affidavits, including one time John Koehler and Greg the courts. Journalists on the knowledge and expertise, they
continued Saturday with a from an eyewitness, attesting to Schwind (3Ls) argued the case panel refuted these accusations. were willing to acknowledge
"Something lawyers, judges, that, as shown by last term, the
preview of the Supreme Court's the fact that he is, in fact, of the Church oJLukumiBabalu
docket. Panels of professors, innocent and that his deceased Aye v. Hialeah, a case that was and academics don't understand Supreme Court is capable of
lawyers and journalistsdiscussed brother was the killer. Texas the focus of the Law Review is there's something in the world surprising everybody.

HONOR, from page 2
System:
[t]he Honor System is based upon the
premise that a person's honor is his or
her most cherished attribute. In a small
community devoted to learning the skills,
traditions, and responsibilities of an
honorable profession, a foundation of
honor among individuals must exist if
that community is to thrive with respect
and harmony among its members. An
honor system is the ideal mechanism to
ensure such a state of affairs. With it the
community is afforded a freedom that
otherwise would not be available. With
this freedom comes each individual's
responsibility to conduct himself or
herself in such a way that the spirit of
mutual trust which sustains the system is
not compromised.
If we as a student body are an
honorable group and our Honor System

is to continue to have real meaning, then
there can be no aspect oflife at MarshallWythe from which the Honor Code is
excluded. Rather than a system to be
abused for the promotion of individual
aims, the Honor Code fosters an
atmosphere of assumed integrity which
promotes confidence and respect among
members of the organization.
Unfortunately, as in all of life, there are
occasionally those who choose to rebut
this presumption of integrity, usually for
purely selfish reasons. For these persons
the protections of due process are
provided, but punishment, if appropriate,
is severe, as it must be.
Recent debate has centered upon the
aspect of the Honor Code which defines
failure to report an infraction of the Code
as itself a violation. The emotions
produced in such a situation are deeply
felt on both sides of the suspected
violation. The critical ingredient lacking
in previous analysis, though, is that all

members of Marshall -Wythe have
continuing obligations under the Honor
System. The obligation to report an
offense is certainly no greater than the
obligation of students not party to the
incident to retain their respect for the
individuals on both sides. Just as an
accused stands innocent until proven
guilty, so too an accuser is presumed
innocent of any unworthy motive in
reporting the suspected violation. The
requirement that a person suspecting an
offense first confront the suspected
violator is designed to allow for
misunderstandings to be resolved at the
lowest possible level. Once this
confrontation has occurred, however, it
is within the sole discretion of the person
suspecting an offense whether the matter
will be referred to the Judicial Council
for investigation and further action. Just
as none of us would make such a decision
without a tremendous amount of soulsearching, we must not allow ourselves to

ascribe less noble motives or methods to
others simply because the accused is a
friend or the charges seem hard to believe.
The trust which is the backbone of the
honor system involves the belief that we
will all act honorably in everything we
do--including any actions relating to
suspected honor offenses. To assume
otherwise is to in effect accuse the accuser
of lying. A belief that one would commit
an honor offense in reporting another
for an honor offense belies a fundamental
lack of faith in the honor system itself. If
such beliefs are, or become, widespread,
then our Honor System is truly an empty
shell. The Marshall-Wythe community
must be above such a pitiful attitude.
Finally, the Honor System is a student
system - it's what we make it. It should
not be a cloud hanging over everyone's
head, but a comfortably adapted inner
code that resolves doubt.
--The Judicial Council
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Mid-terms spread work and stress over the semester
By Mark Capron
I am sure that by now the horror stories of law school
exams have been firmly instilled into every first year
students' DNA by both students and faculty alike.
Surely all other students can recall similar terror at the
thought of finals. The truth is, however, that such
anxiety is neither nece&<;ary nor conducive for the law
school educational process. Perhaps years of blind
tradition have welded the practice of final exams to the
fabric of Marshall-Wythe, as if to not have everything
reston one exam would be to defeat the propereducation
of the students. This scare tactic is outdated, ineffective
and counter-productive to what should truly matter in
a law school education.
There is a sense of shared experience when going
through final exams not unlike the survivors of a plane
wreck. The idea that all of one's grades rests in one
mammoth exam certainly qualifies for a test of fire. In
that way, it could be said to be a weeding out processthe weak are sacrificed as the strong survive. Considering
the general strength of the applicant pool that the
administration loves to rave about, it is clear that every
student is already highly qualified and possesses the
requisites to learn the law. This is not the military; we
are not cultivating soldiers. Law school is about learning
the law. If an education is important and the concern is
learning, one final exam is an improper technique.
Certainly it does produce the fear, anxiety and dread
necessary to test student.s, but what are we testing--how

well someone survives a three hour barrage to regurgitate
four months of material or howwell the lawwas learned?
If the school's concern is to teach the law and have
students learn as much about the law as possible, class
should at least include a mid-term. With the existence
at law school no longer resting on one highly arbitrary
grade, students will experience less anxiety. While the
paper-chase mentality may be lost, students will be
better focused on learning and not merely surviving.
Plus, the student can better grow accustomed to the
professor's style and demands. In the one final format,
such knowledge is acquired onJywhen too late. After a
mid-term, the student will better know what is required
and focus his attention accordingly.
Besides providing less pressure, a mid-term would
grant more immediate feedback. I realize that this
proposition pre-supposes that mid-terms could be
graded and returned sometime before spring break.
Assuming as much, after a mid-term, students could
tailor their approach and their studying according to
their performance. Knowing in advance how well or
how poorly one did, the student could actually pay more
attention to law, and then study to better his grade or to
maintain it. With more feedback, students actually are
motivated to learnmore--to learn the material in greater
depth and breadth.
Having a mid-term also increases learning by
allowing more coverage of material. Three hours is a
laughable amount of time to show one's mastery of the
subject. The test becomes a race to see who has better
hand strength and pen flight. With a mid-term, the
material could be broken down with more topics covered

and in greater depth. One final exam is like fishing with
a net --the secret is to cover as large an area as possible.
While necessary to survive the process, this technique
requires only shallow expedition of the subject. With a
mid-term, students could be encouraged to fish deep
and learn materials much more completely. By getting
to more topics and coveling them in greater depth, midterms enhance the quality as well as quantity of the
education.
In addition to covering less materials in less depth,
one final exam produces a much more arbitrary grade.
When the exam is intended to cover few topics in only
a cursory manner, the chances increase greatly that
student responses will be closely the same. While there
is still room for variation, it is as finite as the question
asked. With less to differentiate the answers, grades
become more arbitrary. A mid-term that allows more
depth and breadth grants the student an opportunity to
truly separate himself by his answer and thus be subject
to a score which refle.cts his amount of knowledge
rather than where his bluebook landed on the stairs.
The only thing possibly lost by a mid-term is the wind
tunnel testing of the one final exam. While this is a
tenant of the traditional as a test to a lawyer's merit,
such tribulation simply does not adequately measure
the knowledge of the student or the skills necessary for
a legal education. When the powers-that-be adopt as
their goals the best education of the law, they may drop
this formality for a forum where learning and not
anxiety is best fostered . Mid-term exams may not be the
perfect solution, but they allow the student to better
learn the law with greater brevity.

Multiple exams and cotton candy: so lIluch fluff
By Matt Holloran
In the abstract mid-terms have a certain appeal.
Mid-terms could reduce stress by making final exams
worth less and make each exam period easier. Lastly,
students could recover from a bad performance. Wrong.
Wrong. Wrong.
In reality, adding a midterm exam is masochistic and
impossible. When would this exam period be held;
during the Fall Break? Better yet, eliminate fall break
and use that time as an exam period; students will not
need any rest because exams will be so stress free. We
are not talking about the "reasonable person" here we
are talking about starving, poor, fearful law students. In
the spring, rather then having spring break, we could
have spring stress. I'd rather spend another week in the
temporal black hole (the library), then on a beach in the
Carolinas or at my parents house catching up on two
months overdue sleep. Let's be realistic-this idea is a
bad one.
This mid-term proposal is fallacious and short
sighted. It will only seIve to double our stress, exams
twice a semester rather than once. Some might argue
that with only one half the material to study it would
take less time. In reality, students would spend more
time on each half of the semester. I have never had
enough time to study for an exam once a semester, how
will I find the time twice a semester? What student will
not spend evety possibJle moment on a chance to get
good grades? FurthemlOre, when would these grades

be dispersed? The teachers are busy with school and
the pressures of tenure, do they have time to grade 50
to 100 exams? (do those with tenure want to grade an
extra 50 to 100 exams?) Realistically, howcould students
get exam grades back in time to be of any use? It takes
over a month to get all the grades at a time teachers
have a rest period. To add even more difficulties,
students need to review exams with teachers in order to
benefit from the experience, yet when would this be
accomplished-midnight to 6 a.m. Friday and Saturday
nights. The grades will give a false sense of security to
those who do well, and will put enormous pressure on
the students who do not. The net result could be more
competition between classmates. Students who feel
they are studying correctly may not have the "we're in
the same boat" mentality because they will not be in the
same boat.
Just a brief examination of a typical October should
suffice to dispel this naive myth that mid-terms are a
good idea.
Most first year students are just starting to get used
to the case method. They are in the process of starting
to forge friendships and relationships (most of which
will end around February in the traditional St. Valentines
Day Massacre, but I digress). Moreover, first years
have client A, and Legal Skills is no longer pass fail. The
last thing lL's need is to be faced with the prospect of
five first year exams.
Second year students are busy trying to beef up
resumes. This year 64 individuals spent a week trying to
get onto Administrative Law Review, then 24 of these
spent the subsequent week interviewing for the coveted

position of staff writer. The Wzlliam and Mary LAw
Review types are busy doing a 20-page single spaced
outline for their note and every one who participated in
Bushrod is trying to catch up. These three groups alone
represent over 50 percent of the class. Moreover, a1J
second years are busy with the job search, interview and
call-back process (if you're lucky). Plus, Legal Skills is
in high gear. Client C and client B both put substantial
demands on 2L's time. Skills classes are twice a week to
get ready for trial.
Third years do not care to have extra exams either.
Some are taking a full course load to catch up on credits
forgone during their bu!>'Y 2nd year! Others are involved
in judicial c1erkships and clinics which keep them away
from school for entire days. Lastly, third years are
immersed in the job search. 3I.s will have to cram just
like all the other students during finals, do they want to
do this four times in the last year? Of course not. Twice
is quite enough.
This is a zero sum formula, if a student is forced to
spend time studying for an exam (in this job market
what student is not concerned with grades) it will take
time from the other projjects students are involved with.
The examples enumerated above do not include
volunteer, extracurricullar, and personal projects which
are practically mandatory to keep one's sanity.
Do not take this away from the students. There may
be some minor benefits from mid-term exams.
Practicallyspeaking however, mid-termsareim~bIe.
I would liken the idea to cotton candy-it may /ookgood
from a distance, but tmre ain't much to it, and it causes
a mess.
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Tenure system must yield to 'm odern business practice
By Marc Bernstein
At some long since forgotten
point in the evolution of the
university system, an influential
academician devised a plan to
shield professors from the harsh
realities of accountable society.
We credit this person with the
creation of the tenure system.
Today, this insular doctrine no
longer retains the worth it once
did and should be reformed to
address the needs of modern
society.
Under the tenure system,
professors may achieve a
position whereby they no longer
can be dismissed at the pleasure
of their employers. After a
specified probationary period,
usually seven years, a professor's
superiors may grant the
professor tenure if the college
or university is satisfied with the
professor's work. Tenure gives
the professor a guarantee of
lifetime
employment,
terminable, in rare cases, for
adequate cause.
The tenure system ostensIbly

serves two functions. First, it
makes the teaching profession
more attractive. Second, it
allows those who have proven
themselves in the eyes of their
bosses increased academic
freedom. Neither of these
justifications remains necessary
today.
The teaching profession is
attractive to some because it
simply is not a nine to five
position. To others, teaching
provides that altruistic
opportunity to educate young
minds. ~ore often then not,
both of these reasons play into
one's decision to enter the
profession. Neither of these
reasons for becoming a college
professor have anything to do
with tenure.
Does tenure still serve as an
incentive for aspiring teachers?
In today's personnel market, an
increasing number ofbusinesses
hire laterally and do not gain
top executives through long term
commitments by entry level
personnel. Although law firms
often have a seven year partner
track, most 2Ls interviewing for
summer jobs are seeking just

tha t, a summer job, not a lifetime
commitment to Deawey,
Cheatum & Howe. People no
longer look seven years down
the road when they evaluate
potential
employment
opportunities. The changing
values of modern workers
dictates that the potential for
tenure seven years after hiring
does not create the incentive it
arguably once did.
The incentive packages
offered by most businesses
consist of H~Os, 401(k)s,
guaranteed vacation, and salary
bonuses. Is teaching that
unattractive an employment
path that young educators need
the extra incentive of tenure to
lure them into the profession?
Certainly teaching does not
differ from the average business
position so substantially it that
warrants such a unique incentive
structure.
Academic freedom is the
second pillar that supports the
tenure facade. Reducing one's
accountability, the premise upon
which the tenure system
operates, permits professors to
experiment in their approaches

to teaching and research. This
justification too is no longer
valid. Universities can afford
professors sufficient academic
freedom without completely
sacrificing accountability. For
example, theuniversitycanallow
the professor to embark on long
term, loosely supervised projects
yet demand that the professor
report regularly on the progress
and continued validity of the
project. In return, the university
must assure the professor that
the her work will not be
terminated prematurely as long
as it moves steadily in the
direction of a worthy goal as
agreed upon by the professor
and the university. Thus, the
professor has substantial
freedom to pursue a reasonable
end and the school is assured
that this freedom will not be
abused. This relationship is
more akin to a modern business
venture
In
which
an
entrepreneur is permitted to
develop an idea under the
watchful eye of the capital
investors.
Tenure's two essential
problems are that tenure (1)

allows the professor the freedom
to do substandard workwith little
accountability to the tuitionpaying masses and (2) blocks
new entrants into the field by
locking more experienced but
not necessarily more talented
professors on the payroll.
Allowing new minds to enter
the field and replace less
productive staffers will further
academic development just as
tenure does. This procedure for
firing and hiring will avoid
bestowing the guarantee of
lifetime employment on
intellectual dead wood .
Professors need to be released
when they have exhausted their
productive potential. This will
allow new minds to pick up where
the old ones have left off.
Tenure has its merits but its
not the only method bywhich to
attract professors and promote
academic advancement. The
university system needs to
understand that modern
business principles regarding
incentives and hiring and
promotion can achieve the same
results while avoiding tenure's
pitfall ofreduced accountability.

It's a MAD world== = ============= ============

Everything you wanted to know about anal behavior ...
By MARK DONALD

The word "anal" was not a regular
part of my vocabulary before law school.
"Anal " was a term reserved for
discussions with trained professionals
with the letters MD or RN following
their name, or for juvenile, fecal humor
(after Mel Brooks later films). If memory
serves, I made it two days into law camp
before I heard somebody use the term to
describe the behavior of a fellow
classmate.
I instantly assumed that I had
stumbled into the midst of some
convoluted Freudian discussion for which
my academic training had left me
unprepared; my single psychology course
having, thankfuIly, been forgotten for
years.
I shied away from that
conversation, but the subject of
"analness" kept r~curring in day-to-day
conversation. "What the hell are these
people saying?" I wondered.
Because of the range of situations in
which individuals were acting "anal", I
was unable to derive meaning from
context. People were accused of being
anal for raising their hand in class, for
being in a study group, for working on
notes and outlines early in the semester.
I heard a 3L refer to someone as "so

anal," for actually reading for a class.
After a while I fleshed out my own
definition: one part uptight, one part
obsessed, and one part constipated. The
term was never directed at anybody
having fun, and nobody ever referred to
herlhimself as being anal, so it was
obviously an unhappy and unacceptable
thing to be.
I seemed to remember psychological
anality as having something to do with
potty training, and a compulsive need for
order and structure. I could see these
factors as applicable to some of my fellow
students, and more than once I actually
referred to others as Anal--a shorthand
sort of an insult for those who seemed
extreme in their devotion to competition.
My definition proved to be
underinclusive. As the year went on, the
scope of activities fallingwithin the scope
of anal grew daily. Staying late in the
library, reading outside materials, reading
legal skills assignments and studying on
Thursday night, were all commonly
thought to be anal. I was certain that I
was becoming anal, or the definition of
anal was expanding to include me.
As exams approached, the scope of
"analness" had grown to encompass all
but the purest forms of recreation. The

tension level ofthe students was similarly
off the scale. Only the most adept and
casual were able to tiptoe through the
minefield ofpeer condemnation. Groups
of hissing, whispering students were seen
gathering to sew red "A"s on sweaters,
eyeing all with suspicion.
Exams went by, another semester, a
summer, and still the scope of anal
behavior remains as universal as its
negative connotation. Anal behavior
surrounds job searches, Moot Court,
interviewing, and as always, studying and
law school in general. The term manifests
itself in daily conversation as often as
food, drink, sex and the weather.
But what does this term really mean?
Its true defintion speaks to the nature of
law school, law students and uncertain
human beings. When someone describes
someone else's behavior as anal, what
they are really saying is:

"That person is making a different choice
than I am as to how to go about achieving
something. Their analysis ofthe situation
and its requirements, their goals, or their
thoughtprocess must be flawed, since they
are not doing things the way I think is best. "
This definition will replace a
characterization of someone's behavior
as anal in any conversation or context,

guaranteed. Throw in just enough prelaw school "real life experiences" and
the conclusion that another person is
doing something wrong, because they
are doing it differently, goes from
speculation to "proven fact".
The huge amount of personal
insecurity underlying the wide use of this
term speaks poorlyofus as human beings.
In the face of differing approaches to
ambiguous goals, must we retreat so
quickly to defensiveness and insult? The
structure of the law school experience
itself shares the blame with our personal
failings; one-shot exams determining
one's future, job searches approached as
a game, where the winner posts (pads) as
many points as possible on his or her
personal scoreboard (resume)--constant
form over substance. -Even the steadiest
of personalities would be pushed toward
insecurity.
The next time you find someone else's
anal ness on the tip of your tongue, you
may want to think twice about what you
say about yourself, when you employ this
term, and what law school is really doing
to us. I have a hunch that law school
would be a nicer place if this term would
just fade away-but maybe I'm just being
anal about "anal".
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Ask Aillita Libido
Dear Anita:
I am really feeling frustrated
by the interview process going
on now at the school.. Sure, I
make the interview mists, but
don't seem to be having any
luck with the interviews
themselves (is it my make-up or
what?). Can you please help?
Blue in Blue

No? Then get some. The
interviewers seem to love that
" oh-so intelligent demeanor
which hints at hidden, and all
too often suppressed, passion."
Suggestions -try some gold wire
or tortoise shell frames. For
that certain " glow," that
confident, comfortable look,
ben-wa balls may be the trick.
You may also want to catch a
glimpse of your interviewer, if
the interviewer is female . In this
regard, ifshe hasonlotsofmakeup, you can add lipstick. If she
has on no make-up (and you
do), you may want to minimize
the polished look for a more " I
can be bland and boring, too"
look. However, there really is
no set formula for success at
inte rviews. As a last resort, you
may want to remind them that
you r dad is CEO at IBM
($$$$$$$).
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Dear Ms. Blue:
I have been observing the
parade of suits up and down the
steps in the library. TIle biggest
problem I have noticed so far is
that e veryone looks alikesurprise, surprise. Maybe a few
tactical changes can influence
the outcome of the war (this is
war after alii-you do want the
job, don't you?). First of all, if
you look like a flight attendant
for Delta (i.e., the only thing
missing from your uniform is
the wings), you can make a big
march goose-stepping into the
change right up front. No, I don't Dear Anita,
world as one, en masse. The
Wby are the library carols founders hatched a conspiracy,
mean unbuttoning your blouse;
I mean lose the solid dark blue shaped like swastikas?
which yo u h ave cleve rl y
Just Noticed uncove red, to press deep in the
suit with the white blouse. I've
so uls of every stude nt a n
seen a few lovely ladies fancifully
strutting their intellects in shades Dear Ari Anne,
unqu estioning loya lty a nd
of plum, teal, green, or even
What an astute observation. con fo rmity to the ir W ASP
grey. You must be able to be This is a seemingly innocuous idea ls.
C reativity a nd
remembered by the int.erviewers. design only noticeable from a ind ividualism was to be the
ImagineInterviewer A: "Do you vantage point much like that of sacrifice.
recall that nice woman from this a blimp. You have stumbled
This plot is further revealed
morning?", Interviewer B: "Do across a deep-seeded subliminal in the great, white, male busts
you mean the one in the blue plot launched by the fo unders that line our halls. We were
su it?" .. . "W hich One?" ... "1 of this institution to promulgate taught that these were men to
don't know, how about the one the aryan mind set to all students immolate, worship, and even
in red?" ... "Yea, send her a call who pass through this school. study. We were taught to
The intent is an army of blond - mindlessly apply their rules and
back."
Nex1, do you wear glasses? eyed, blue-haired lawyers to keep the masses cowering,

= = Nt~WS

By J ash Sacks

:.®
.:>

dependant and down. Our world
was to be re gulated by an
oligarchy of nine who possess
the powe r to define our very
libe rti es . The conspir acy
pervaded the curriculum in the
form of a c1asscalled Legal Skills,
requiring the doctrines of the
few (ethics, morals, getting to
yes) to be beate n into the many.
And the plan was working,
indeed had been working fine
for years. As evidence, we stood
by q u ietly and passively as
groups were singled out and
herded as a subclass to the
outside. "No Smoking" signs
signaled to the people that they
were not allowed to associate

0

any longe r, except with their own
kind . Where would this have
gone? Would we have followed
unquestioning and blind like so
many before us? ThanJ...1'ullywe
will never have to a nswer for
you have uncovered the p lot.
You have awakened us--you are
our hero and we owe you no
small debt of gratitude.
If, however, this conspiracy
t heory is too far -fetched foryou,
then consider this. Most of the
carols are used by Law Review
students. The swastika design is
probably much more conducive
to the efficient work of the neofascist, incurably-anal who work
for this organization.

of the Wierd

By BILL MADIGAN
ITS JUST ADOG EAT DOG WORLD
In Centreville, Virginia, a pit bull riding
in the back of a picik.'Up truck leaped
through the window of an adjacent car
and attacked a Great Dane. The pidmp
truck and the car were stopped at an
intersection. Said Chris Balsbaugh, the
owner of the Great Dane, "We were just
minding our own business and the nex1
thing I know, here comes this dog through
the back window." Balsbaugh and the
driver of the truck got out of their
respective vehicles aIlld freed "ROCk)',"
the Great Dane, from the jaws of the pit
bull. When Roc}.,,)' got free, he took off
down U.S. 29 with the pit bull hot on his
heels. The pit bull cha'sed Roc}.,,)' for over
a half mile before the d rivers were able to
catch up with them in their vehicles.
(Dai~v Press).

SURVEY SAYS In a recent call-in poll,
readers of the Daily Press were asked if
Bill Clinton would beat George Bush at
"J eopardy." Thirty-one percent said that
the Arkansas governor would win, and
29 percent placed their bets on the

President. The other 40 percent could
not phrase their answers in the form of a
question. (Daily Press).
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER A
school bus d river in Hampton has charged
a child's mother with using foul language.
while the mother claims the driver pinned
her arm in the bus door and drove off
after a dispute over a late bus. The
mother had been told by the school to
have her son in front of their house to be
picked up by7:15. When the bus arrived
a half hour late, the mother and the
driver got into a heated argument, which
resulted in the bus driver closing the door
on the other woman's arm. The mother
said she was able to free her arm from the
door after the bus had travelled only a
few feet around a comer. The driver has
been suspended and the mother charged
with using abusive language, a violation
of a city ordinance punishable by a fine of
up to $500. (Daily Press).
THE BIG ONE THAT GOT AWAY A
fishing trawler casting its net for cod 12
miles off the coast in the Irish Sea caught
the world's biggest sturgeon, the 292-

foot U .S. Navy submarine named the
Sturgeon. "Once the boat started to
move bac}.,,-ward, I knew that something
was wrong," said Paul Johnston, captain
of the fishing trawler. The 54-ton trawler
was pulled "like a bathtub toy" for more
than five minutes nearly dragging the
four crewmen to their deaths. (Richmond

Times-Dispatch ).
LIZ LAUGHS LAST During a
promotional appearance for her White
Diamonds perfume in a Ross,
Pennsylvania department store, actre and AIDS activist, Elizabeth Taylor, had
words with a woman who heckled her for
saying everyone is vulnerable to AIDS.
From a crowd of about 3,500 people in
the store, 68-year-old Virginia D. Yimin
shouted, "I II never get AIDS.'
Liz
responded, "Maybe you'll have a car
crash and need a blood transfusion. '
"Oh, well, that's different' quipped
Yimin. (Richmond Tunes-Dispatch).
BUSH BLOOPER BlAMES BOGUS
BOAT In a recent television ad aired
du ring professional football games,
President Bush vows that he will continue

fighting for American jobs by seizing
export opportunities. The picture on the
screen is of a container being loaded on
a ship in port bearing the name of
Evergreen. The only problem is that
Evergreen i a Taiwanese shipping
company. (Washington Post).
BEFORE YOU DRINK THAT NEXT
BEER People who drive drunk do
shoddy work, read horoscopes or indulge
in excesses of food or alcohol risk eternal
damnation. In the first major overhaul in
400 years, the Vatican has issued an
updated set of rules aimed at teaching
the world's more than 900 million
Catholics how to behave in modern-day
society. Also included in the 450-page
text on the list of people heading south of
heaven are tax dodgers, public officialwho accept bribes, and people who pass
false checks or cheat on their accounts.
There was no word as to whether
people who abuse staplers are on the list,
but apparently the Marshall-Wythe
library staff plan a trip to Rome in
order to lobby for the measure

(Washington Post) .
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Class traullla with Bob Barker and the Man of Shirts
By JOSH SACKS
As I loafed into the lecture hall and as if to voice his disapproval.
I was traipsing through One-Hell the claimed my reserved back row seat, 1 got
"Hey, how come no one is looking at
other daywhen I was overcome with that an eerie feeling that today was not my me and my shirt? 1 mean, it's a great
primordial fear that strikes at the very birthday. The professor made her way shirt, right?" implored the Man of the
soul of a 1L: I had forgotten to do my down the stairs to begin class, nodding as Shirts hoping to capitalize on the
Property homework. Damn. Now I'd she passed me and smirking when she awk."Ward classroom moment.
have to sit through class silently praying reviewed the seating chart.
A nd then the Would Be Rightnot be the target of the professor's
"Mr. Sacks!!!" shescreamedviolentIy. Winger settled it: "I'll be blunt. In five
regularly scheduled program, "Land of " Please start the class off today by posing years, I'm going to be a Supreme Court
the Lost. " Let me introduce the the familiar common law question."
Justice and you're still going to be an
characters of this macabre play.
I should have stayed home. I began to idiot. But that's just based on fact."
First, there is the Would Be Right sweat profusely (a talent handed down
And Bob Barker signaled for the
Winger, a burly fellow, wise with age, and for several generations in my family) and second round . . .
blessed with foresight.
I was at a loss. Then, it hit me. Like a
" I don't quite see the point, Mr.
N ext, is the Laugher ... unfo.rtunately bulldozer. 1knew the damn answer!! Oh Sacks," said the impatient professor.
affiictedwith a heartbreaking inability to how my folks would be so proud.
"Perhaps you would like to state the
" Uh, ummm . .. Yeah, ok ... Let me issue in familiar terms?"
discern comedy from reality and to
control frequent and loud guffaws.
see ... the question is . . . Is there a vested
I thought I was off the hook when r
Third, the Mumbler, a pleasant fellow property right in the little man that lives answered the first time? Now I have to
whose thoughts are embedded deep in my pants?" 1 think I failed.
support my apparen tIyinsufficient answer
inside some complex lingual code.
"HAAAAAHAAA! OH LORD! by rephrasing it? Has it ever seemed like
Fourth, The Man of the Shirts, who I'M DYING! HAAAAAAHAAA!" a one hour and fifteen minute class lasted
thinks success in law school is inversely cried the Laugher, "I haven't heard a for several days? Here's a hypothetical:
related tothe burden of choosing visually barb that funny since the professor's last Suppose I didn't know the answer the
pleasing attire. Is that the distraction side-splitter abo ut union contracts! first time and then a few minutes passed
Somebody please pinch men "
equation or the Hand formula?
... and then I was asked thesamequestion.
And, finally, your gracious host. . .
" Ahem, mmmbble, uh, right, ok, Would 1 then hope to have acquired my
Bob Barker.
mmmm, so, uhuh." plead the Mumbler answer through "gift" or by "discovery?"

"Alright," I whispered. "How about
... Whether or not the imaginary man
that resides in my private pants gives me
a legally protected property right based
on the theory that I am the owner of the
locus in quo, if you know what I'm trying
to say." Expulsion from the school
seemed impending (or imminent?).
"OOOHHHHHJESUS!! Onemore
barn-burner like that and I'm going to
have to run to the bathroom!" gasped
the Laugher as he honked and snorted.
"Ho-hum. Uh, right, mmhm. ok,
let's see. right," noted the Mumbler (a
bit more annoyingly than the first time).
"I love this shirt!" blurted the Man of
the Shirts as if to calm the rising tension.
And then the Would Be RightWinger put things into perspective: "You
see, Professor, Mr. Sacks derives half of
his knowledge from his insignificant and
pathetic past, and the other half from his
poor judgement and weak 10. If you
want the right answer, just call on me?"
"BINGO!"
And Bob Barker advised the audience
to have their pets spayed or neutered
before he ended the show.

Collect them all! This week: Kings and Queens of Interview Land

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards
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September 24, 1992
Dear Editor:
Like many of the Amicus's
other jobless readers, I recently
have been in the process of
revising my resume. My initial
resume placed special emphasis
on my Law Review and Moot
Court experience, as well as my
expected MBA I felt that these
acheivements were my strongest
points and wanted employers to
focus on them.
After this initial resume
landed only three of 17
interviews, . I realized that
something was missing: my
grades. Seeing as how grades
seem to be the only concern of
legal employers, I revised my
resume to tell them exactlywhat
they want to know.
Please find my resume
enclosed for your readers'
review. I would gladly welcome
an interviewwith your esteemed
fum publication.
Sincerely,
I.B. Unemployed

A resume as seen by the typical on-campus "recruiter"
(Name disguised to protect the identity of the jobless)

I.B. UNEMPLOYED
1326-B Mount Vernon Avenue
Williamsbwg. Vuginia 23185
(8:l4) 220-1753
Education
COlllGEQF WIIllAM &: MARy
Williamsbwg. Vuginia
M..sball-WytboScbooloflAw
~
Juris Doctor, upected May 1994
~
WtlliDm &:Mary Law Review
M..tCMu1:
Moot CounBar, p1aced 17th (of 94) in 1991 qualif)'ingcompetition

GPA: 2.68
Colu<z at WIw.u! &. MAlly
Graduate School of Bu.in ... Adrninisuation

DwrJrw:

Williamsbwg. Vuginia

Master of BuSnessAdministration, upected May 1994
3.28 (4.0 scale) - nmkin upper oDe·halfof cWs

GNMs:

WiIliam>burg. Virginia
Bachelor of Art>, May 1990
Government and Sociology
3.42 overall (4.0 scale) - nmked in upper 20 pe=t of cWs
Pi5p Alpha, Alpha Kappa Delta, Phi BetaSigmaiAlpha LambaDelta

Colu<z at WIWAM &. MAlly
~

M¥n:
GNMs:

Honomri.es:
Experience

Jan 1992Preoertt

CoUBJ£ OF WIIllAM &: MAlly
Gnd_R......:b_

Williamsburg. Virginia

tI:I. ~ a..n.
I'Hn.LtPs, BAlffiETT &: BlA.." P.CWilIiamsbwg. Virginia
r.-CIori<

0a1IIa rueaoa ca ~ -.I.

SworneB,
1991-92

P:Ci*t:d k:pI-=mar-a. al!'llc4~ -.1. ~ a:~ 1:Id~ ti:k 1Uf~

SworneB,
1985-90

WASHINGTON &: i l l UNrvDIsnYLe.tingtoo. Vuginia
lAwl.JbruyClori<

Top ten things Bushrod
competitors would like to have
said to the Judges
10. I need this for my resume more than my
opponent does!
9. Oh Yeah?! Just remember, I know where you
live!
8. Your Honor, Do you have a point?
7. This is like Jeopardy; Would you please phrase
that in the form of a question?
6. I can't believe your head fits through the opening
in your robe!
5. Deference?! Deference?! Defer to TInS,
butthead!! !
4. No, your honor, I cannot guess your weight
3. Frankly your honor, I am quite tired of kissing
your ass
2. I'm sorry, Is this my argument or yours?
1. Fuck You, Justice Hricik!

The Moral: "To the employer, grades aren't
everything, they're the only thing."

r----s;----- r----~-----I r---~~;----I r---~:~----I
I Known as the "Iron Lady" I
lof interviews, Marcia makes I
I up for volume with I
I enthusiasm. She is best I
I known for including a gift I
I certificate for a year's supply I
lof lobster dinners, sans I
: garter, in her thank you notes.:
I Wrthadifferentsuitforevery I
I geographic . location she I
I targets, Marcia's interviewing I
I attire makes Ma~garet I
IThatcher I,ook like a resale-I
I shop hippie.
I

I Fred had to move into the
Igrad housing complex to
I facilitate his many wardrobe
changes this year.
Reports have it that he is the
frequent flier mileage
champion at Swan cleaners.
Fred's interviewing attire has
all had to betaken in since he
no . longer has time to eat
between interviews.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
:
I
I
I

.I

Inside sources swear that
UndaSpauldinghasamacro
on her computer that
automatically adds Chris's
name to interview ·Iists.
Reports that a computer virus
is responsible have not been
confirmed, although people
named Chris have been
repo,rted
as
winning
"random" drawings allover
I the country. Chris has yet to
Itry out his thread-bare
I charcoal suit on interviewers.

.... _------,._-_. ._._--------_. .__._-------_.
I

I

I This Year's Bushrod
I winner, Judi has logged more
I "Suit-hours" than any other
I M-W student. She confuses
I her many interviewers by
I addreSSing them as "Your
I Honor," and refusing to
: discuss matters not listed on
Iherresume, stating that such
I issues are "Not before the
I court," or "The record is silent
Ion that matter." Judi has
I traded her civilian clothes for
I control of a dry cleaning cartel.

._--_._-----_.
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become a sad state of affairs when the
goal of a significant number of judges is
to humiliate, humble, and confuse.
Unhappily, this cruelty contest mentality
carries over and intensifies from year to
year. Judges gloat over rendering an
oralist speechless, forcing oralists to
address irrelevant issues before shooting
them down, and gaining the title of
"hanging judge." It is clear the taste of
power is too much for some, but thankfully
not all. Perhaps placing a faculty member
or outsider on every panel would create
a more level arguing field, but this seems
unworkable given the large number of
competitors. At a minimum the judges
should be instructed as to appropriate
judging techniques.
My congratulations to the new bar
members, and my understanding to all
those unfairly or unjustly treated. I hope
next fall's Bushrod will strive to learn
from its present weaknesses.
-Gregg M. Schwind 3L
Gregg argued last Spring in the SauL

Bar should be a p roduct of three
arguments instead of hinging on a single
hit-or-miss, make-it-or-break-it round.
A three-round determination is fairer to
competitors and is essential to a bar in
search of the 32 best oralists Bushrod has
to offer. Simply put, a three round
aggregate determination by nine judges
is much more indicative of moot court
capability than a solitary round where a
participant might have an off night due
to sickness or the inhumane battering by
one or more judges bent on proving their
"credibility ' as a judge.
Speaking ofjudges, I'll take a swing at
them too, because they play an even
more prominent role than procedure in
ensuring tournament fairness. Most of
them have no breath of a conception of
what actual moot court judging entailstheir only experience comes from
standing before similarly-inexperienced
judges in last year's Bushrod. It has LeJkowitzNationaL Competition.

,
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advocates owe a duty of deference to the
judges, ·the judges owe a general duty of
respect and humane treatment to the
competitors. We were appalled to hear
judges laughing about how they had
"nailed" or " hammered" a competitor,
and how they intended to do the very
same in the next round. The exploitation
and manipulation of others for sport or
amusement is no part of a judge's duty.
At best this behavior was misguided;
perhaps the judges thought that they had
to be arrogant and obnoxious as a test or
initiation rite of the competitors. At
worst, this behavior was simply evil in its
most fundamental form.
The abuse of power, in any context, is
never funny. It is indeed the most base
and ubiquitous moral failing of humans.
"Hammering" a competitor has no place
in an educational enterprise and should
never be a goal of any judge in a moot
court competition.

Moreover, judges are there to assist
in the elucidation of the relevant issues.
They are not there to manipulate
competitors into corners so that they can
"slam" the advocates with a harassing,
and ofte n, irrelevan t questi on or
argument. This is exploitation, pure and
simple, and we defy anyone to offer a
cogent justification for such a practice.
We were proud to make the Moot
Court Bar last year and believe that the
tradition ofoutstanding moot court teams
from M-W will continue. The second
year bar is extremely impressive and we
look forward to news of your continued
success. It is our sincere hope that you
take some of our advice to heart and
realize t hat arrogance and selfaggrandize ment are
not the
characteristics that make a good judge.
Sincerely,
Joseph J. Quigley
Scott Conover
Eric Finley
Vic Miller
Lisa Brook

an's

spirits & sports
Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At Q'Callaghan's
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts,
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our 10 Foot TV Screen
20% Discount (excluding alcohol) with ID

Live Entertainment

Wide Screen Sports

Every Thursday: Live Jazz with
~atural I3lend
Every Friday and Saturday: Live Bands

Watch your favorite NFL teams on our wide
screen television every

Start planning now for our

Check the newspaper for kick-off times
and come cheer on your favorite team

Big Halloween Party

Prizes for best costumes
Saturday night, October 31
Il()t ()()(aro

Sunday and Monday

Remember: Baseball playoffs are just around
the corner
Most other major sporting events televised

Located at 4854 Longhill Rd, at the corner of Longhill and Oide Town Rds.
In the Olde Town Square Shopping Center 229-6910 or 229-6821

Open everyday from llam 'til 2am
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Faculty discuss library improvements and e-mail

Come one, come all, to PSF's Casino Night

The following items were discussed at the faculty meeting last week:
A change in Librarian Jim Heller's new course, Advanced Research Methods,
from two hours to three hours was recommended by the Curriculum Committee. A
motion to approve thc~ change was made, seconded and passed unanimously without
discussion.
Professor Trotter Hardy spoke briefly to urge faculty use of the College's new email system called Pegasus Mail (P-Mail). The system, which is available to all
faculty and students at the law school, provides local e-mail functions as well as
connection to the national network InterNet.
The Library Committee is considering a suggestion that the physical organization
of the library be changed to focus more on subject matter groupings. Specifically, tax
materials may be collected in a particular area.
Professors Butler, Malone and Rosenberg are developing the proposed
Commonwealth Center for Environmental Law, Science and Policy. The project
would be similar to the Commonwealth Center for Early American Culture and
could result in an additional $500,000 to $1 million in operating support.

The Public Service Fund (PSF) will convert the dour Law School Lobby into a
lascivious scene of high stakes action for its annual Casino Night Fund-Raising Party
on Friday, Oct. 16 from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Traditionally one of the largest and most enjoyable social events of the year, the
party will feature blackjack, craps, roulette and other games of chance. Faculty
dealers will be cutting the cards for blackjack. Third years Joe Cartee, Greg Richards
and Vic Miller will be back for the last time to cope with the furious proceedings at
the craps tables.
In addition, there will be a DJ. and plenty of munchies and beer. "Semi-semiformal" attire is encouraged. Admission is $10.
Amid the commotion, soberfaced PSF Board Members will maintain civility. " We want people to have a blast,
and there's no doubt that they will. At the same time, we will be taking extra
precautions to insure the physical security of the entire building, especially the
library," said Dave Dalke 3L, the 232-pound co-chair of PSF.
All profits support PSF which last year provided stipends to 23 Marshall-Wythe
students pursuing public interest legal work over the summer.

--Doug Miller

--Paul Rooney

Classes cancelled

New Moot Court Bar announced

Former Marshall-Wythe Dean Timothy Sullivan will be formerly inaugurated as
William & Mary President on Friday, October 16th. The ceremony will be held in
the Wren Courtyard with a reception to follow in Wren Yard. Classes will be
cancelled in honor of the event.

The following second-years have been admitted to the Moot Court Bar: Jessica
Bernanke, Timothy Bird, M. Theresa Bourbon, Mark Capron, Judith Conti, Leanne
Cusumano, Nancy Delogu, Mark Donald, Ellen Ferris, Laurie Hartman, Andrew
Herrick, Matt Holloran, David Hopkins, Chandra Lantz, Henry Lerner, Jim Lister,
Laura Livaccari, Doug MacPherson, Keith Marino, Jeffrey McMahan, Kevin Patmore,
Marc Peritz, David Pfefferkorn, Andrea Phelps, Kathy Philpott, Jennifer Ramey,
Susan Reiners, Julianne Reynolds, Phil Runkel, Phillisa Scott, Elizabeth Sharrier,
Mark Short, Susan Sieger, Leonard Spady, Curt Spear, Marcia Stuart.

Read this or get a parking ticket
According to Parking Director Mark Gettys, additional sign modifications
regarding the recent changes in parking in the law school complex are in the works.
In order to clear up c.onfusion regarding changes in the lot directly in front of the
Lettie Pate Whitehead Evans Residences and Spaulding Courtyard and Gardens
(LPWERSCG), the " Resident Parking Only" signs at the entrance to the lot will
come down, and the status of each row of parking will be designated by signs on each
row. The new signs should be installed by this Friday. Students with resident parking
permits will be subject to ticketing if parked in day student spaces within that lot after
7:30 a.m. once the changes are complete.
In the "Some animals are more equal than others" category, Gettys also revealed
that although commuters with staff/faculty permits are encouraged to seek parking
in a staff/faculty spot, they may legally park in any spot, whether designated for staff/
faculty, resident or day student.

lL reps attend first SBA meeting
At its meeting last week, the SBA approved its. annual budget and welcomed its
new lL representatives Rodney Archer, Erin Brewster and Charlie Johnson, who
were ejected Sept. 24. A total of 136 ballots were cast. Archer received 55 votes,
Brewster 62, and John:50n 56.

Also, concern was expressed regarding the abuse oflibrarystaplers leading to the
breakage of several over the last few weeks. SBA President Joe Cartee quoted
Professor Jim Heller as saying that more care needs to be taken in the use of the
staplers in the future as the library lacks the funds to continue replacing them .

--Tom Goplerud

--Bob Dickinson
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close at 7:30 pm
Those students in the
building may remain.
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You're history
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Glutton for punishment

Editor strikes terror into the heart of B-movie guy
By ALAN DICKWORTH
Have you ever woken up after a night
of drinJdng with no idea of how you got
where you are? Well, that's how I feel
about this column. I wandered into the
first newspaper staff meeting and, in a fit
of temporary insanity, I violated my first
rule oflaw school survival: I volunteered.
Now, over a month later, I am still writing
this column, only because I am terrified
of my editor. So now I dig my grave
deeper, and give you this week's cinematic
gems. First I am going to give a quick
previewofnextissue'scolumn. (Assuming
I am still writing for theAmicus) . Next
issue, I am going to do an entire story on
Godzilla movies .
Ooooh, the
anticipation! This week, I have no 400foot monsters for you; only 6-foot blonde
bimbos. The first movie is the final
(hopefully) installment in that classic
trilogy of Slumber Party ~assacremovies,
with the well thought-outtitleofSlwnber

Party Massacre 3. ~ysecondfilmisDoor
Die, an A.C.E. (Action, Comedy, and
Exploitation) movie by Andy Sidaris.
Slumber Party Massacre 3: Actually,
the movie title tells it all. It's basically the
standard teen slasher flick. I thought this
type of movie went out of fashion in the
mid-'80s, and I was grateful for that
evidence of consumer taste. But, instead
of truly going away, now they go straight
to video which is my domain. And here's
the kicker, the budgets, level of talent
and overall quality of the movies has
shrunk. But that is enough talk about
slasher movies in general. I now need to
talk about Slumber Party Massacre 3 in
particular. I know that I am going to

worth mentioning by name, so I won't
regret it, but I'll start with the plot.
I am sure that everyone out there has bother.
The question is, was there anything
seen one of the first two Slumber Parry
movies or anyofthe first seven Friday the right about this movie? And the answer
13th movies. Ifby some miracle you have is, no, not really. There are a couple of
avoided them, I will summarize all of interesting deaths, but more in a
their plots in the next few sentences and conceptual, rather than actual way. I'll
you will never have to endure any of tell you the best of the scarce bunch and
them. You first take a group df young ruin the movie for you, saving anyone
and attractive people and put them in a from a rather perverse desire to see this
fairly isolated setting. Then you add a film. A young man is killed by being
deranged murderer. The maniac starts stabbed with a "For Sale" sign in front of
killing the poor teens, but does so in such the house that it advertises. For the
a way that the rest are blissfully unaware rating, if you are a slasher movie fan, this
that their friends are being stabbed, film will probably appeal to you, after
strangled, drowned, blown up, or any of about six beers. If you don't like slasher
a wide variety of unpleasant endings. flicks, well then don't rent this movie.
Eventually, the teenagers figure outwhat But if you must, have at least 18 beers.
is happening and try to escape. Then
Do or Die: This is Andy Sidaris' latest
more of them die horribly. Finally, there film. Who is Andy Sidaris, you may ask?
is a showdown and the maniac dies, at He is a writer/director of B-movies. But
least until the sequel. This movie tries to not just any B-movies, because he makes
be original. The killer has a face and a secret agent movies. But these movies
name. You don't know he isa killer when are filled with the agents who invariably
you meet him. They throw two red are young and attractive, with the primary
herrings into the plot so you won't know heroes being heroines. And he keeps his
who is killing the people. Problem was, I tongue firmly in his cheek, never taking
didn't care. I was just glad they were himself or his " art" very seriously. With
dying and the movie was heading towards this in mind, the movies are very lowbeing over.
brow, lacking the subtlety of a Police
Let's talk quickly about the cast. To Academy movie. Do or Die is a good
give you an idea how weak this cast is, example of the typical Sidaris film.
The cast of Do or Die is only slightly
they put it in alphabetical order. I don't
mean just the "stars," but the entire cast. better than the cast of Slumber Party
Granted, thewhole cast is 18 performers, Massacre 3, but it does have name
but the first name in the credits is a performers. Pat ~orita, better known
character with no name, no lines, and for his role in the Karate Kid series, plays
about two minutes of screen time-which the villain, Kaneshiro . He seems
is probably why he gets my nod for best comatose through most of the movie and
acting in the movie. No one in the cast is generally just seems to be a little, old

man. The chief male stud in this picture
is played by an aging Erik Estrada. Sorry,
I have no further comment on that. The
top female agents are Donna Hamilton
and Nicole Justin, played by Dona Speir
and Roberta Vasquez. The only reason
I mention their names is that they are
Sidaris's former Playmates for this
picture. I went and checked the boxes for
his other movies; he advertises on them
how many former Playmates he has in
the movie. With that attitude, you can
guess how often members of both sexes
end up with, how should I put this, vast
expanses of skin showing.
The plot of Do or Die is weak, as may
be expected. It's basic purpose is to give
excuse for the three components of
A.c.E. films: fights, jokes, and sex.
Basically, Kaneshiro tells our heroines
that he has hired six teams of assassins to
kill them in kind of a sick game. They
link up with two other female agents and
four male agents.
These eight
professionals keep "mysteriously" going
where Kaneshiro has traps set up for
them. Six fight scenes, four sex scenes,
and numerous jokes later, the movie is
over.
The one good thing about this movie
is Sidaris. He can't have any illusions
about creating art; he only wants to make
money. So he purely attempts to pander
to the masses. By sheer volume of
attempts, something about this movie
has to entertain. It's still very forgettable,
particularly after the recommended ten
beers.
That does it for this week. See you at
the video stores.

Last ofthe Mohicans: The case of the three-step director
By STEVEN YOUNGKIN
A few weeks ago, I went out
to a nightclub here in town
named the " Rockin Robin."
While there, I noticed one
couplewhowereouton the floor
dancing. I was impressed with
their dancing style until I realized
that they had a total of three
steps in their repetoir. Granted,
they did those steps very well,
but it was still justthree steps. It
didn't matter what the song was,
they would just continue to
repeat the steps over and over to
the point where their dancing
ceased being impressive and
became rather boring.
That reminiscence came
back to me while watching Last

oj the Mohicans. Mohicans,
while looking beautiful and
having a cast of impressive
actors, seems oddly distant at

times. Throughout the movie, he moved on to movies, he
when there were scenes that carried his cliches with him. In
should have tom at me, such as Manhunter (the first movie to
a scene where a man allows use Silence oj the Lambs's Dr.
himself to be burned alive in Hannibal Lecter though played
order to save the woman that he by somebody else), Mann used
loves, I was instead kept'apart all the elements that were
from the characters and the present in Miami Vice.
events. As a result, while I Throughout the movie there was
appreciated the movie for its . slow music used for action
beauty and grandeur on an scenes, portions of movies that
intellectual level, I was never seemed more like videos rather
affected on an emotional level. than scenes, and slow-moving
The blame for this dramatic moments played out
detachment is easy to lay. The silently. Because of the
director, Mchael ~ann , is a man familiarity of these elements,
with a rather repetitive history they were no longer artistic and
of dramatic presen tations . Back fascinating but were now
in the 1980s, he was the creator predictable and boring.
and the director of Miami Vice.
Mohicans for a while
I will admit to being impressed appeared to have avoided those
with the show when itwason but errors. To his credit, ~ann does
there was a sense of predictability manage to choose an impressive
in each of the episodes. When cast. Daniel Day-Lewis (My L eft

Foot) and ~adeline Stowe
(UnlawJuIEntry) strive to create
characters for the audience to
care about. Unfortunately, with
the sole exception one scene
near the end of the movie where
a tribe of Indians attack the
British Army, ~ann seems to be
going through the motions over
and over again. Granted, the
movie looks beautiful-expect an
Oscar nomination for Best
Cinematography for the forest
scenes. But, because ~ann is
more willing to rely on surface
level characterizations and scene

construction rather than
motivations and development,
the audience isnever drawn into
the story.
Conclusion-would
recommend it? On one hand
yes-the movie is never badly
directed and will probably please
a lot of people. On the other
hand, though, I just wish that a
story with this much emotion
and power and a cast with this
much ability could have been
led instead by a director who
learned how to dance more than
three steps. GRADE: C-

Donl forget the next meeting of the

Amicus Curiae
Wednesday, October 7, 1992
7:00, Room 239
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It's Only Rock & Roll

Sinead O'Connor's new album a resounding success
By PHIL NUGENT
years ago of!Do Not Want What
In her latest album, Sinead I Haven't Got, Sinead hit the big
O'Connor asks, "Am I Not Your time with a number one album.
Girl?"
She simultaneously hit the bigIn answer to your question- time in unpopularity, with the
absolutely, Sinead, you're my help of her much-publicized
girl. How could I resist your comments disparaging U2,
soulful eyes, your beautiful voice, supporting the IRA, fighting
your delicate sensitivity with Frank Sinatra, etc.,
combined with that fiery Irish resulting in a disapproval rating
temper, your flowing locks ... exceeded only by Sad dam
Even in her hair-disadvantaged Hussein and Dan Quayle.
So, when Sinead stated that
state, Sinead's got a lot to offer.
I just worry that she might be a she would be really fired up on
her next album, it sounded like
little difficult to live with.
With a striking debut album, something to anticipate. Well,
The Lion and the Cobra, Sinead this is not that next album.
made people take notice back in Apparently, Sinead really
1987. Of course, some just enjoyed recording the Cole
noticed her lack of hair, and Portertune "You Do Something
dismissed her as an attention- to Me" for the multi-artist album
grabbing oddity, Woman- for AIDS relief,RedHot + Blue,
Without-Hair, soon to go the because she's gone and done an
way of Men Without Hats. album of covers, Am I Not Your
However, with the release two Girl? all with the accompaniment

of a 4O-piece orchestra. Yes,
you heard correctly-Sine ad sings
everyone from Doris Day to
Billie Holiday to Marilyn
Monroe.
Certainly, Sinead deserves
credit
for
confounding
e~:pectations; I would have bet
on her taking on Sinatra in the
ring at Caesar's before taking
on the likes of Andrew Lloyd
Webber ("Don't Cry For Me,
Argentina") and Loretta Lynn
("Success Has Made a Failure
of Our Home") in the studio. In
the liner notes, Sinead states that
"these are the songs I grew up
listening to [that] made me want
to be a singer." This album is
best seen as a pet project, a little
indulgence for a world-weary
star who's never cared about
others' expectations.
Thatwould be the only likely
explanation for Sinead's spoken

diatribe against the Catholic
Church which concludes the
album, and which kind of kills
the mood that she just spent the
better part of an hour setting up.
Blaming the Church for much
that is wrong with the world, and
ominously stating that "the war
has started" in which "many of
us will lose our lives," the
Catholic-raised
Sinead
demonstrates once again her
fearlessness of speaking her
mind, and her ability to piss off
half the world while doing so.
Musically, the album is a
mixed bag. One would think
that Sinead's remarkable voice
tied to some of her favorite songs
from the last few decades would
yield a rich harvest, butthe results
are somewhat disappointing.
Although the songs may be
personally meaningful to
Sinead, they are not necessarily

the best choices for this album.
Several ofthem lose something
in the translation, and Sinead is
unable to compensate for the
inherent banality of others.
Which is not to say that it's not
an enjoyable album. Some of
the songs are great: Ella
Fitzgerald's "Why Don't You
Do Right?" and Marilyn's "I
Want to be Loved by You" stand
out, as does the reworked
"Success," with its very Sinead
ending. If you like torch songs
with the big band sound, the
album could find a valued place
in your collection. However, if
youdo not go for the retro sound,
and you demand more of what
she has dished out in the past,
you may find the album lacking
the soulfulness and immediacy
of Sinead's own compositions,
and you'll be left still waiting for
her next album.

Composer/guitarist Ralph Towner thrills aficionados
By TIM GOPLERUD and
BOB DICKINSON
Ralph Towner delighted an
appreciative Williamsburg audience last
Sunday evening with a performance of
original compositions and improvisations
on jazz standards. Towner is one of the
few improvising guitarists who can play

playing on the Miles Davis-Bill Evans
composition "Na rdis, " included an
especially inventive chorus mimicking a
bass solo. The final song of the second
set was his own "Jamaica Stopover," for
which in his own words he became "a
one-man reggae band." After receiving
a long and enthusiastic standing ovation,

solo for an entire evening and not make

Towner retumed for an encore entitled

you wish he had brought other musicians
to back him up, an ability due in no small
part to his mastery of contrapuntal
classical finger-style techniques.
Unlike most jazz guitarists, who play
mostly single lines and rely on a rhythm
section to fill out the rhythmic and
harmonic structure, Towner's finger -style
playing allows him to supply his own bass
lines and percussive effects. In his hands,
the guitar by itself becomes an entire
orchestra, with a broad tonal palette
ranging from chime-like tones
("harmonics") to muted-string effects.
Using a technique reminiscent of John
Cage's "prepared piano" music, Towner
even threaded a matchbook cover
between the strings of his guitar for one
number in order to get a natural
"fuzztone" sound.
In co'n trast to many rock guitarists,
who typically have a lot of "holes" in
their technical knowledge , Towner
"really knows his instrument," said
Williamsburg's own Grammy-winner
Bruce Hornsby. Hornsby attended the
concert and had a 20-minute private
audience backstage with Towner after
the performance.
Sunday night's performance began
with "Beppo," an original, fast-paced
number featuring a boogie bass. Towner
switched from the classical guitar to his
12-string for his third number, an untitled
improvisation making extensive use of
harmonics, which are especially beautiful
and affecting on the 12-string guitar. His

"Spirit Lake," named for a lake in
Washington state which "became an
ashtray when that volcano erupted." He
was quick to add that he did not mean the
piece was intended as "program music. "
"None of my music is programmatic.
Typically, I don't even title a piece until
it is already finished."
Towner talked freely about his life
and career at the post-concert reception.
He moved to New York City in 1968,
where he began playing with young
musicians such as the Brecker brothers
and the many Miles Davis alumni who
pioneered jazz-rock fusion . When asked
about what it was like to be involved in
this scene, Towner reca11ed it fondly as a
"a golden age."
"In those situations I mostly played
keyboards. I did a lot of filling in for
Chick Corea. Chick would often throw
me the gigs that he couldn't make."
During this time, Towner was giving
classical guitar lessons to many of his
fe110w musicians, including Corea and
the celebrated British bassist Dave
Ho11and, who Towner said was his best
student. The associations he made
teaching and jamming with these other
young players led to his appearance on
the jazz group Weather Report's album,
I Sing The Body Electric. His career took
off from there, leading to co11aborations
with Gary Burton, Keith Jarrett, Jan
Garbarek and John Abercrombie, among
others. Towner now divides his time
between Seattle, Washington and

Palermo, Sicily. His new ECM release is with folksinger Tim Hardin's band. While
a co11aboration with drummer Peter with Hardin, he met bassist Glen Moore
Erskine entitled Open Letter, and he and sitarist Colin Walcott, with whom he
continues to tour worldwide.
formed the group Oregon.
The Ralph Towner concert was the
Towner has had a long and varied
career, ranging from performing at first in this year's series of performance
Woodstock to composing for the presented by the Tidewater Classic
Philadelphia Orchestra, and performing Guitar Society (TCGS). a Ioc.al non-profit
concerts solo as well as with his group, organization sponsoring concerts of
Oregon. Townerremembers Woodstock guitar music in Norfolk and Virginia
more for its epic traffic jam than for its Beach as we11 as Wi11iamsburg. Future
music, which was "just average."
concerts in Williamsburg this season will
"We couldn't get to the stage to play feature Voces de Puerto Rico (Oct. 24),
the concert by the roads, because the Alexei Zimakov (Nov. 28), William
traffic was backed up for 20 miles. We Kanengiser (Jan. 29) and Paul O'Dette
had to be flown to the stage by helicopter, (Feb. 19). Seasonmembershipsprovidmg
which made me very nervous," he said. discounts on tickets and other privileges
" Earlier they had used the helicopter to are available for only $10 for individuals
fly the Maharishi over the crowd so he and $15 for families. For further
could bless it. It was like something out information about future TCGS concerts
of a Fellini movie." He played the festival and activities ca11 (804) 566-3304.
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Events Calendar
Monday, October 5
- Movie: Charles Center Movie Series: "Grand Illusion" (French with
English subtitles), Charles Center (Tucker basement), 7 p.m. Free.
Tuesday, October 6
- Yom Kippur Service:, Temple Beth-EI, 600 Jamestown Rd., 7 p.m.
- Field Hockey: W &M vs. University of Richmond, Busch Field, 7 p.m.
- Lecture: "18th-Century Slave Life Site 44JC643," Thomas Higgs III,
Williamsburg Regional Library, 7:30 p.m.
- Theatre: "Fiddler on the Roof', Carpenter Center, Richmond
(through Oct. 11).
.
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- Huh?: Sweetest Day
- Imperialism: Columbus Day; Celebrate the founder of Native
American genocide
- Lecture: "The Colonial Gallows in Williamsburg: Site44WB66," Joe
B. Jones and Charles Downing, WRL, 7:30 p.m.
- Music: Spin Doctors, Richmond Coliseum
Tuesday, October 13
- Fall Break Nears the End
- Music: White Heart, Rachel Rachel, and JCCrew, Salem Civic
Center, Roanoke.

Wednesday, October 7
Wednesday, Oct. 14
- Turncoats: Republicans for Clinton meeting, sponsored by M-W
- Men's Soccer: W &M vs. Coastal Carolina College, Busch Field,
Democrats; 3 p.m. Room 119.
7:30p.m.
- Counterattack: Republican Law Students meeting, 5 p.m.,
- Music: Therapy, 9:30 Club
Room 127.
- Yom Kippur Service: Temple Beth-EI, 600 Jamestown Rd.,
Thursday, October 15
9:30 a.m.; 5 p.m.
- Winds of Change Task Force (through Oct. 17)
- Lecure: Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch series sponsors "Modern - No Town & Gown Luncheon this week due to Homecoming
Science and Feminism, " Jim Harris, Francis S. Haserot Professor of - Poetry reading: Williamsburg Regional Library, 2 p.m. For info, call
Philosophy, CC, RoE 12 noon to 1:15 p.m.
220-6731
- Town & Gown Luncheon: John Kamm, former president of the
- Music: Faith No More, The Boathouse.
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong, will speak on
human rights in China. Campus Center, ballroom, 12:15 p.m.
Friday, October 16
- Men's Soccer: W &M vs. Howard University, Busch Field, 7:30 p.m. - Event: Presidential Inauguration Ceremony to be held in the Wren
- Law School Band: Lynn & The Tool Kit, Paul's Deli
Courtyard, 10:30 a.m. Reception to follow in Wren Yard. (NO
- Music: The Mentors with the Cryptics, Metro
CLASSES!)
- Event: Blue Heron Sculpture Dedica tion Ceremony/PostReception,
Crim Dell, 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 8
-W&MTheatre: " Once Upo n A Mattress," PBK, 8:15 p.m. Box office - Green and Gold Swim Meet: Adair Gym, 4 p.m.
opens Monday Sept. 28. Season tickets $17. Individual tickets $6. - Lecture: " Spirit of the South: The Sculpture of Alexander Galt,"
Betsy Fahlman, Muscarelle Museum, 5 p.m.
Continues through Oct. 17.
- Muscarelle Museum Exhibitions Opening: "Spirit of the Osuth: The
Sculpture of Alexander Galt; " "Alexander Galt: The Man
Friday, October 9
R evealed;" "A 19th-Century Album: American Portraits from the
- Folk Art Show: W & M H all, 10 a .m. to 6 p.m.
Museum Collection;" 6 to 8 p.m.
- Music: En Vogue, with Arrested Development, H ampton Coliseum.
- Event: PSF Casino Night to be held in the Law School Lobby, tickets
- Music: Nuclear Assault, Peppermint Beach Club, Virginia Beach.
$10. Dress: "Casino Attire"
- Music: BS&M and Full Stop, Paul's Deli
- Music: Graham Parker and Lucinda Williams, 9:30 Club
Saturday, October 10
Saturday, October 17
- Folk Art Show: W &M Hall, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
- Women's Soccer: W &M vs. Princeton, Busch Field, 11 a.m.
- Football: W &M vs. University of Pennsylvania. Away.
- Football: W&M vs. Towson State (Homecoming), Zable Stadium,
- Hockey: Richmond Renegades v. Raleigh
1 p.m.
- Music: Randy Travis, Salem Civic Center, Roanoke.
Sunday, October 11
Music: Solar Circus, Flood Zone
- Folk Art Show: W &M Hall, 11 a.m. to 5 p .. m.
- Music: Delbert McClinton with Spin Doctors and Skip Castro,
Sunday, October 18
Classic Ampitheatre.
- Gallery Talk: "Alexander Galt and HistSculpture," Betsy Fahlman,
-Music: Sonic Youth, Browns Island
Muscarelle Museum, 2 p.m.
- Capriole: Ensemble in Residence. Opening season: Monteverdi's
Monday, October 12
Legacy: The Next Generation. William and Mary Hall. 3 p .m. For
- FALL BREAK!!!!!
ticket information call 220-1248.
- Music: Jeffrey Gains, 9:30 Club

See your name in print!
If anything exciting is happening in your life tell us and we'll tell everyone else. Drop items for the calendar in the
Amicus hanging file or notify Dee Cohen, (3L).

....-
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Amicus cornputer like rankings

We're

~Comin'

By BILL MADIGAN
The playoffs are at hand, and
unlike the divisions in Major
League Baseball, M -W will have
not one, but nine great (and not
so great) teams battling to bring
home softball glory. However,
the importance ofthe playoffs is
overshadowed by an even more
coveted reward for athletic
greatness, the #1 spot in the MW softball poll. The intramural
sportswritersofM-W (me) have
all been polled, and they have
named a brand new number one
team.
1. We're Comin' In
2. Abuse of Discretion
3. The Earnest Borgnines
4. Ad Nauseum
5. Double Jeopardy
6. The 3L's
7. Marshall-Wythe Bombers
8. Regal Legals
9. Crimes Against Nature
We're Comin' In earns the
top spot with a perfect 4-0 regular
season record. They capped off
their undefeated streak by
blanking the Louisville Sluggers
15-0 in a mercifully short 3 1/2
inning game. Hrich Hricik (3L)
pitched a no-flitter for the Ins.

In jumps to the #1 spot in so,ftball poll

and the slugfest was led by
perennial all-stars Wendy "The
Wrath of' Hahn (1L), Kris
" King" Fisher, and Jimmy Entas
"But Neva Leaves" (3L). An
otherwise perfect game was
marred when defensive
substitute, Mike " Debacle"
DeBaecke (3L), committed an
error at first base, which
qualified him for the Bill
Buckner award.
The award for most lobbying
by a team captain goes to the
holderofthe second spot, Abuse
of Discretion. Despite being 30, and being the only team to
keep their own stats and scoring
sheets, Abuse was unable to
capture top dog honors. They
have, however, strung together
a series of impressive victories,
including victories over two frat
teams and one team made up of
professional MBA students.
Their latest victim was Lambda
Chi Alpha, 18-4. The team's
offense was led by batting
champion, Brian "Clash Of
The" Titus (3L). Abuse could
take first place with a strong
showing in the playoffs.
Meanwhile, the team's scoring

sheets have been sent to the
National
Archives
for
preservation and display. It is
reported that in the event of a
nuclear war, these national
treasures will drop into an
underground vault.
Slipping into third place are
the Earnest Borgnines. The
Borgnines are the third of the
four undefeated teams from MW despite their albatross of a
name. Led by J.D. "For Better
Or" Wurster (3L), they
slaughtered Thrill of the Hunt
17-2 for their third victory of the
season. They currently lead their
division by a half-game, and
great things are expected of
them in this playoffs.
Jumping up one spot to
number four is the 2L
powerhouse Ad Nauseum. After
a nail-biting win by forfeit in
their first game, Nauseum has
steamrolled over its last two
opponents, Phi Kappa Tau and
Southern Boys. Kyle "Electric"
Short (2L) and " Roor" Matt
Holloran (2L) attribute their
recent success to the team
scoring more runs than their
opponents.

Plummeting to the middle
of the pack is Double Jeopardy,
who is currently on a two-game
losing streak. Despite a strong
showing in the opening weeks,
Jeopardy fell (in)to the Abyss,
11-9,andwasavictimofahostile
takeover by the Corporate
Raiders, 18-3 in the last week of
the regular season. Jeopardy
hopestorebound for the playoffs
on the talented bats of Ken
"Doll" Dodds (2L) and Trevor
"Duke Of' Earl (2L) and the
talented gloves of William "Of
Orange" Harper (2L) and Chris
"Kross" Boynton (1L).
The 3L's sink to the number
six spot with a 1-1 record. After
defusing the B-Side Bombers'in
their opening game, the L's
overdosed on Suicide Squeeze,
losing to the tune of 23-10. The
team hopes to recapture the
magic of their first game in time
to make a run for the number
five spot in the poll.
Shooting up two spots like a
Billy Ray Cyrus hit on the pop
charts, the Marshall-Wythe
Bombers move from the number
nine to the number seven spot.
Though they dropped their first

BIGWIGS, from page 5

• Located in the heart
of the historic area..
• Ample parking.

~g~ES
Mercbants Square • WiIIiImsbar& VA • 253-1847

totally rigid exchange rates, without a
single currency, lead inevitably to
unstable equilibrium." Recent events
on the European Exchange, he explained,
emphasize the need to either "postpone
substantially" or speed up the process of
going to one currency. Jenkins predicted
that France, Germany, Sweden, Austria
and Switzerland may adopt the speedier
approach. A single currency would
resolve to problem of speculators.
In essence, Jenkinsdenied that recent
events have destroyed the European idea,
rather, they have made the need to pull
together " more pressing" than ever. The
European community has "survived
crises in the past, and will survive this
one," he declared .
Following his address, Jenkins
responded to questions from the
audience. Regarding the possibility of a
defense accord for the European
Communities, Jenkins emphasized that

two games, they were able to
bounce back and claim a victory
by forfeit in week three. They
found that they play much better
on defense without anyone
hitting balls to them.
The Regal Legals, the sole
representatives of the 1L's,
aren't providing much hope for
the future ofM-W softball. They
are currently at 1-2. They
dropped their last two games
after an encouraging win by
forfeit. They were decapitated
by the Ed Heads 17-4, and got
lost in Paul's World, 17-12.
And bringing up the rear is
CrimesAgainstNature. Despite
the stellar play of Betsy " Ross"
Abraham behind the plate,
Crimes has yet to win a game.
Jason "Of Sam" Davis (2L) gets
this week's Joe Theisman award,
briven to the player whose game
injury is worth seeing again and
again on instant replay. Jason
caught a ball in the face.
Unfortunately, his glove was on
his hand. The team has rallied
around the sacrifice of their cocaptain, and has pledged that
the playoffs will prove that
Jason'sblackeyewasnotinvain.

it is necessary to give a "framework of
security," but cautioned against severing
links with the NATO alliance. Jenkins
also expressed his favor of open and
reported Council of Ministers' meetings.
Noting that it is the only legislature in the
world that is secret, he remarked "publicly
open" is better than "competitive leaking
subject to interpretation."
The weekend conference also
featured llectures and papers by a number
of distinguished scholars and experts on
European affairs, including : Geza
Feketek'Uty, Chairman of the OECD
Trade Committee; J. Michael Finger, a
Lead Economist for Trade Policy at the
World Bank; Morris Goldstein, Deputy
Director of the Research Department at
the International Monetary Fund;
Andreas van Agt, Ambassador of the
Delegation of the
European
Communities and former Prime Minister
of the Netherlands; and Per M . Wijkman,
Director of the Economic Affairs
DepartrnentoftheEuropeanFree Trade
Association of Geneva.

Westlaw will distribute
free passwords and software to lLs
Monday: 1-3:30 and Tuesday: 8-1:30 in the lobby
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Diamond notes with Eric Chasse

Braves clinch division, Chasse becomes a Pirate fan
By ERIC CHASSE
umpires seem to add about three inches
Howdy, Buckaroos and buckettes. to the strike zone whenever he takes the
Anybody worried about finals yet? How mound. To his credit, Eck has parlayed
about what you are going to do for fall these favors into a great year, not to
break? Find a date yet for the Fall From mention a hell of a lot of money, but in
Grace? Well, fret not; my job as sports my book coming in every second or third
guru is to make all dem big bad troubles game and throwing 12 or 15 pitches barely
go way, at least for a little while. In that qualifies as work, let alone consideration
regard, I guess I'm a lot like a beer. for MVP. Remember, the only reason
Really, really cheap beer, but beer Eckersley is a reliever now is because he
nonetheless.
couldn't cut it as a starter.
Last issue I went out on a limb and
Many players in the Junior Circuit
said that the man with the beststats-Gary are having great years, but there is no
Sheffield-should win the National clear cut dominant player this year,
League MVP award. Sheffield's broken further bolstering Thomas' chances;
finger and a torrid run by Barry Bonds when all the balloting evens out, the man
notwithstanding. I'll stick to my guns, with the best all-around numbers should
and, in the name of consistency if nothing win. Besides, have you seen the 6'5",240else, I will ordain the White Sox's Frank pound Thomas lately? I'd be afraid to
Thomas as this years AL MVP. Hitting vote against him (once, of course, Kroner
.320 with 30 home runs 115 RBIs are gets me a vote to begin with).
simply Kyle Short-esque type numbers,
One past MVP winner who, most
and should be hard for voters to ignore. certainly, will NOT win it this year is
The way I see it, Thomas' main Robin Yount of the Milwaukee Brewers,
competition will come form Kirby Puckett but for achieving the milestone of 3,000
and Dennis Eckersley, both of whom career hits he certainly deserves more
have had outstanding seasons, but neither room thanlcansparehere. When Yount
of whom rise to the level ofthe Big Hurt. singled against the Indians for number
Puckett has had his all-around consistent 3,000 last month Gust a quick bit of triviayear as per usual; second in the batting he also got career hits number 1,000 and
race, over 100 RBIs, etc., but Thomas' 2,000 against Cleveland), a magical
run production is simply superior. Sure, number in baseball history was reached
Kirby is leading the league in hits, but the by a player who is decidedly unmagical
last time I checked, hits don't win games- himself.
runs do.
I mean no affront to the man at all by
Eckersley is, to say the least, this statement; by his own admission,
dominant; he has a good fastball, a great Yount is not in the same league as the
slider and is almost a foregone conclusion other 16 members of the 3,OOO-hit club,
for 4O-plus saves every year, even at the or even as that of George Brett, the man
age of 37. However, Eck's greatest asset who would be the next to join this elusive
is his reputation; while the rest of the fraternity.
Yount's milestone can be attributed
league pitches to a standard sized plate,

to many things, including longevity, good Amicus. Bill got it absolutely right: why
health and steady, if not spectacular, rank a team based upon objective factors
performances on the field of play. It such as batting or fielding prowess, notto
should be interesting to see how the Hall mention overall record or competition
of Fame voters characterize Yount's level, when there are plenty of noncareer some six or seven years from now; relevant factors to consider?
was he an icon of the game, worthy of
I truly respect Bill for having the
first ballot admission to the Hall simply wherewithal to consider the uniqueness
because he reached the magic 3,000 of a team's name and a team's average
plateau, or was he a good, but not great, cleat size to be crucial for his ranking
player who happened to play long and calculus. Certainly no other sports
well enough to put up impressive career prognosticator has ever before, and likely
will never again, choose such criteria as
numbers?
I know that opinions are like favorite pertinent. I guess that's why Bill makes
professors (everybody has one), but for the big bucks.
In all seriousness, the most important
what it is worth, Robin Yount is not a
Hall of Fame ballplayer. For the sake of thing is that everyone is having a good
the value of my baseball card collection, time, either by playing or in agreeing or
however, I hope he makes it to disagreeing with Bill's picks. On the
Cooperstown anyway.
other hand, as I related to Bill just the
********** *
other day (as my fingers were clenched
Rumors continue to swirl about tightly around his throat), if we didn't
Marshall-Wythe regarding a possible wony so much about softball, we'd have
realignment of third-year intramural to pay more attention to our classes;
basketball powerhouses.
Mike surely, nobody wants that.
***********
DeBaecke, coach and self-proclaimed
teen idol of the seemingly now-defunct
As we draw to the close of yet another
Horsemen squad was unavailable for column, buckaroos, and prepare to ride
comment, having last been seen into that great Fall Break sunset, please
staggering around the rec center, always remember, and never forget, to
desperately searching for any law student be smart and be safe no matter where
with enough intestinal fortitude to make your travels take you next week. In
the big jump to the "A" league. Further addition, in deference to Gloria Todd
news bulletins are forthcoming as more and the rest of those tomahawk-choppin' ,
information filters in . . . stay tuned.
wide grin-wearin', about-to-be-crushed***********
by-the-PiratesAtlanta Braves fans, may I
As long as we're on the subject of offer my less than heartfelt
intramurals, let's address this softball congratulations. As the immortal John
rankings situation. From the outset, I Lennon once warbled: "The dream is
want to express my continued support over; what can I say?"
Goodnight, Lou Piniella, wherever
for ghost sports writer and fellow guru
Bill Madigan for his picks in the last you are.

The World Almanac® Crossword
ACROSS
Small rodent
Van worker
Certify
Ughtly
One score
and ten
15 Cruel person

1
6
11
13
14

(sl.)

16
17
19
20
21
25

26
27

30
33
34

35
36
37

39
40

T of TV
Aim
Prior to
Hebrews
Observed
A - by any
other name
Spanish gold
Army
command
(2 wds.)
Bring into
harmony
Sunny
Carrier
Belonging to
us
Demon of
Arabian lore
Football
coach Ewbank
lrilhman,
e.g.
Deltroy (II.)

43 Shaped like
an egg
45 Layer of
tissue
46 Reach
49 Closer
51 Prizes
52 Mistakes
53 Crowd
54 Beau-

Ana.er to Prevloua Puzzle

DOWN
1 Not shiny

2 Different
3 Useful
4 Dried up
5 Superlative
suffix
6 Appearance
7 Speak
eloquently
8 Coq au9 Actor
Wallach
10 Cereal
12 Prepare for
printing
13 Author
Kingsley 18 Be beholden
to
20 Te..e
22 Thy
23 Sea eagle

24 Person of
action
25 Cloth scrap
27 Take - 28 Genuine
29 Emerald Isie
30 Texas city
31 Canvas
shelter
32 Make into
leather
36 - set
38 Plank
39 Containerl
40 Goose eggs
41 Advise of

danger
42 Describe
grammatically
44 Refer to
45 Biblical
weed
46 Joyful
exclamation
47 Deuce
48 Roofing
liquid
50 Unit of work

tel 1992 bv NEA. Inc.
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Administrative Justice, created and Mr. Murphy, then file a discrimination would violate the problem packet two weeks
BUSH OVER, from page 1 a database which normalized charge against Mr. Buchannon landlord ' s religious beliefs before they were to argue. The
contestant scores. Three judges with the Commission on Human therefore constituting an competitors were evaluated on
threat of a possible Honor Code have always scored each Rights alleging unlawful unlawful infringement upon the the effectiveness of their
violation for failing to argue after contestants arguments. In the discrimination in housing in landlord's right to exercise his opening and closing arguments,
signing the notice to compete past, the contestant scores were violation ofthe Bedrock Human religion under the Free Exercise their knowledge of the record,
form. No such threat was made the average of the scores given Rights Act. Bedrock'sSupreme Clause of the Constitution and the substance and content of
in this year's competition.
argument ,
their
by each ofthe three judges. Now, Court granted review to hear whether enforcement of their
One of the most difficult the individual scoring methods argument on three issue's - prohibitionagainstmaritaistatus extemporaneous ability, their
problems we faced during the of each judge are normalized so whether the landlord's refusal discrimination constitutes composure and presence.
Tournament were "no-shows," that a low scoring judge's score to rent to an unmarried couple unlawful infringement upon the
Each side had 15 minutes to
said Schaefer. There were seven will be raised and high scoring constituted marital status landlord's right to exercise his argue. Petitione rs were given
students who signed the intent judge scores will lowered. As a discrimination under the religion under the Freedom of the option of reserving some
to compete form but failed to result, a contestant will no longer Bedrock Human Rights Act, Conscience Provision of the their time fo r rebutta l. All
competitors had to be pre pared
show up for competition. "I felt be penalized because he argued whether the enforcement of the Bedrock Constitution.
Competitors received the to argue either side of the case.
really sorry for the contestants before a low scoring judge or prohibition againstmaritai status
whose opponents failed to show. unduly advantaged by a high
They were very shaken. Not scoring judge.
"I have a lot or respect for
showing up was extremely rude
to t hose who had diligently the st udents who p ut th is
prepared to argue ," said Tournament together, it was so
Schaefer.
well run" said Conti. Leonard
Competition was sti ff for Spady (2L), who also made the
membership on the Moot Court Bar, said, "I loved be in g
Bar. "We simply didn't have challenged. Rich Hricikwasmy
enough positions for all the favorite judge he really made
qualified competitors," said Cliff me t hink."
Corker, Tournament j udge.
Bushrod R esearch Justice
There were 114 co ntestants Laura Kerrigan composed this
trying for a spot on the 36- year's proble m in which the
member team . According to owner of a duplex refused to
Schaefer, many of the judges, rent to an unmarried couple .
student alumni and faculty The dispute takes place in the
judges alike expressed surprise mythical state of Bedrock. The
at the high quality ofthe students duplex owner, Mr. Buchannon,
is a member of the Evangelical
competing.
This year's Tournament was Chu rch which profes:,es that
sl ightly di ffe re n t from p ast se}"'U ai intercou rse outside of
tournaments. The Moot Court marriage is a sin. Any member
Bar now consists of36 members. of the E vangelica l Chllrr.h wOlllrl
Formerly the Bar consisted of be committing a sin if he
Teresa Braz:;J!/
The 1993-94 National Moot Court Team and the top six competitors
32 members. This year the Bar encour ages sex o utside o f
in the Bushrod T Washington Moot Court Tournament from L to R:
will consist of 32 members and ma rriage , therefo re Mr.
Terri Bourbon, Andrea Phelps, Matt Holloran, Julie Reynolds, Marc
would
be
four alternate members. The Buc ha nn o n
Peritz, and Judi Conti. The new team will compete in the Spring of
contestants scores are also more encouraging sin by renting to an
their third year.
The
accurate than they have ever unmarried couple.
bee n before . John Koehler, unmarried couple, Ms. Brown

CARTEE, from page 1
explained that the GAPS representatives
agreed to the higher $4 admission because
of the higher costs associated with buying
food and hiring a band. The people who
made the advertising fliers were not told
of the new price and nobody noticed the
mistake until two days befo re the party.
" I was concerned that the we ather
forecast [fo r rain] and the possibility of
low atte ndance would mean that we
would not meet our costs," Cartee
explained.
Cartee discussed the issue with both

Camp and MBA President Rob Russell
before deciding to go ahead with the $4
admi&.'iion price. He said both Camp and
Russell remembered agreeing to the
increase. "In retrospect, I realize that
we would have made a profit with the $3
admission but at the time I felt that I had
no choice but to protect the SBA's
financial interests." According to Cartee,
the Party netted almost $700.
Afte r discussing the matte r with
Cartee, Gl asgow expl ained t hat the
dispute was " much ado about a small
misunderstanding" and that they had
"ironed out [their] differences."

Last year, 912 W &M students were
injured due to drinking.
Let's aim for a new record this year.
A public service message from the A micus Curiae

Let US arrange your call back travel!
Daily deliveries to the law school
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We Support the Mar shall-Wythe Public Service Fund
Mention this ad and U Travel will donate $5 to the Fund
with your purchase of $250 or more a

Call 253-1212 or 877-7227
Plan now for Fall break and Holiday travel !
U Travel Service • The Village Shops at' Kingsmill •
1915 Pocohontas Trail • Williamsburg, VA 23185
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